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ABSTRACT
Advancing our understanding of the few-body dynamics in simple atomic systems 
is one of the most important goals of atomic scattering research. In perturbation theory, 
this goal entails accurately describing the relative contributions from first versus higher- 
order mechanisms. One higher-order mechanism that is particularly important for target 
ionization by a charged-particle impact is known as post-collision interaction (PCI). There, 
the projectile and the ejected electron interact with each other at least twice. In the first 
interaction, the projectile transfers sufficient energy for the electron to be lifted to the 
continuum. The second interaction occurs in the outgoing part of the collision, where the 
projectile and the electron attract each other towards the initial beam axis. It is well known 
that PCI maximizes when the electrons are ejected with a speed close to that of the 
projectiles. However, a systematic study on a fully differential level of ionization by ion 
impact was lacking for this kinematic regime. Kinematically complete experiments on 
ionization of H2 and He by 75 keV proton impact were performed. Fully differential cross 
sections (FDCS) were extracted for a broad range of fixed electron energies for each of the 
targets. Pronounced post-collisional effects between the projectile and the ejected electrons 
were observed. The results were compared with two conceptually similar calculations, both 
based on distorted wave approaches. Surprising discrepancies were observed between the 
experimental data and theory, and also between conceptually similar theoretical models. 
This shows that the FDCS are very sensitive to the details of the underlying few-body 
dynamics in this region. Data also indicated the limitations of perturbative methods and the 
need for non-perturbative approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fundamental research is crucially important because at the beginning of any 
scientific and technological development is the need to understand nature. This raises the 
question, what does it take to understand nature on a fundamental level? The answer to this 
question can be summarized, perhaps somewhat crudely, in two points. The first one, and 
the most basic step, is to obtain a complete understanding of the fundamental forces acting 
in nature, namely the gravitational, weak, electromagnetic, and strong forces. One 
important common feature of all these forces is that they are mediated by the exchange of 
particles called gauge bosons.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1. Illustration of mediation of force by particle exchange. (a) classical (adapted 
from source), and (b) quantum mechanical case
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The mediation of a force between two objects through the exchange of another 
particle can be illustrated with simple examples. Let us start with a classical example with 
two basketball players as in Figure 1.1 (a) [1]. When one of the players throws a ball to 
another player, then the throwing player suffers some recoil opposite to the direction of the 
motion of the ball. Once the ball is received by the second player, the catching player also 
feels some recoiling effect in the direction of the ball. Thus, a repulsive force is mediated 
between these two players through the exchange of the ball. Moving to a quantum 
mechanical case, for example, the mediation of a force between two electrons, as in Figure 
1.1 (b), works to some degree the same way as in the classical example. These electrons 
obviously do not throw basketballs onto each other, but they can exchange virtual photons 
between them. If one of the electrons emits a virtual photon, it suffers recoil, and once 
another electron absorbs the virtual photon, it also suffers some recoil. Thus, a force is 
mediated by the exchange of a virtual photon between these electrons.
This is a somewhat simplified picture because in quantum mechanics there are no 
well-defined trajectories. As a result, the classical analogy assuming such trajectories is 
not able, for example, to explain an attractive force. Nevertheless, this classical picture 
illustrates one important feature, which is common to all fundamental forces; the mediation 
of a force is fundamentally a two-body process, not counting virtual particles, because the 
gauge boson can only be emitted and absorbed by one particle at a time.
This directly leads to the second point we need to address in order to understand 
nature at a fundamental level, that is, how do systems with more than two particles develop 
in space and time under the influence of these pairwise acting forces? The basic problem 
is that the Schrodinger wave equation, in general, is not analytically solvable for more than
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two mutually interacting particles even when the underlying forces are precisely known. 
This is known as the quantum-mechanical few-body problem (FBP), one of the most 
fundamentally important and yet unsolved problems in physics [2]. Theory has to resort to 
numeric models using approximations because a general analytic solution is not possible. 
This kind of modeling is very challenging as a large manifold of forces acting between all 
particle pairs has to be considered. These models need to be tested by detailed experimental 
results. In the case of stationary atomic systems, accurate solutions are nevertheless often 
obtained by using different numerical models e.g. the multi-configuration Hartree-Fock 
model [3]. However, dynamic few-body systems, like atomic fragmentation processes, are 
still very challenging and often understanding is rather incomplete.
Research on atomic collisions has played an important role to advance our 
understanding of dynamic atomic systems since the famous Rutherford scattering 
experiment [4]. To study the few-body dynamics, atomic fragmentation processes are 
particularly suitable for two important reasons [7]. First, in atomic systems, the underlying 
interaction is the electromagnetic force, which is essentially completely understood. This 
is an important point because it means that the experiment directly tests the theoretical 
description of the few-body dynamics because the underlying force is under control. In 
constrast, in nuclear systems, the underlying interaction is the strong force that is not nearly 
as well understood as the electromagnetic interaction. Therefore, in this case, we do not 
know which part of the theory the experiment is testing; either the description of the 
underlying force or the few-body dynamics.
Second, in atomic collision experiments, systems with small particle numbers (~ 3­
5) can be selected. For such simple systems, after the development of cold target recoil ion
4
momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) [38], the complete momentum vectors of each 
particle can be obtained, and the experiments are kinematically complete. Such a 
kinematically complete experiment offers the most sensitive tests of theoretical models. In 
contrast, in solid-state systems, we have to deal with a huge particle number, the order of 
the Avogadro number (1023 particles). In such a large particle number system, a 
kinematically complete experiment is obviously not feasible. As a result, only statistically 
averaged quantities are obtained, which could not provide sensitive test to the theoretical 
models.
Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of ionization
The most basic inelastic processes during atomic collisions are electron capture, 
ionization, and excitation. In (single) ionization, an electron from the target is ejected 
because of the impact of the incoming projectile beam, as shown in Figure 1.2, where P0
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and Pf are the initial and final projectile momenta and Kf is the momentum of the ejected 
electron. In this case, there are at least three unbound particles in the final state, which are 
the scattered projectile, the ejected electron, and the recoiling target ion. In contrast, capture 
and excitation lead to only two independently moving particles in the final state. Therefore, 
ionization is particularly well suited to study the few-body dynamics. Hence, our interest 
was focused on the single ionization of simple target atoms and molecules by charged 
particle impact.
The theoretical models being used to describe few-body dynamics in charged 
particle interaction can be grouped into two broad categories; perturbative and non­
perturbative models. The non-perturbative approach is conceptually and numerically more 
complete because a large number of basis sets can be included, which enables us to account 
for the influence of reaction channels other than the process of interest on the cross-section 
[8]. On the other hand, perturbative models effectively represent two-state approximations, 
which are the well-defined initial state and the final state observed in the experiment.
As in the case of other atomic processes, ionization of simple targets by electron 
impact is often well described by non-perturbative models [8,9]. Kinematically complete 
studies have been performed extensively for target ionization by electron impact and very 
good agreement between experiment and theory is routinely observed even close to the 
threshold (equal to ionization potential of the target), which was considered a particularly 
challenging regime [5]. This is because the electronic mass is much smaller than that of 
ionic projectiles, which corresponds to a larger de-Broglie wavelength. In such cases, two 
electrons (light particles) and only one heavy particle (the residual target ion) are involved, 
and the heavy particle practically acts as the center of mass of the system. Hence, just a
6
small number of partial waves representing angular momentum states are needed to 
describe the process.
However, research about the few-body dynamics in the ionization of targets by ion 
impact is not as advanced as for electron impact. Fully differential studies of ionization by 
ion impact are much more challenging for both experimental and theoretical studies 
because of the much larger mass of the projectile. Experimentally, the large projectile mass 
results in very small scattering angles, which are typically only a fraction of a mrad. 
Scattering angles are even smaller, a fraction of a prad, for fast heavy ions, and the 
projectile energy loss is usually only a tiny fraction of the initial energy, which makes it 
difficult to measure the energy loss even with sophisticated techniques. Another difficulty 
in the experiment is to measure fast ejected electrons. Slow electrons can be easily confined 
to the solid angle covered by the detector with the use of small electric and magnetic fields 
in the recoil-ion momentum spectrometer. To collect fast electrons, both of these fields 
need to be large, which will compromise the momentum resolution.
The larger projectile mass leads to theoretical difficulties as well. Non-perturbative 
calculations are especially more challenging for ion impact. This is because an enormous 
number of angular momentum states (which require the inclusion of a very large number 
of partial waves) must be considered to accurately describe the scattered projectiles. 
Furthermore, the positive charge of the projectile necessitates the inclusion of projectile 
states in the basis sets if  the effect of the capture channel is to be considered. Several non­
perturbative methods on ionization have been developed, however, because of these 
challenges the literature on non-perturbative calculations for ion impact is not as extensive 
as for electron impact. As a result, the comparison between fully differential cross-section
7
(FDCS) calculated with these approaches with experimental data is still rather limited [10, 
11], and the agreement is not as satisfactory as it is for electron impact.
The theory on ionization by ion impact relies, to a large extent, on perturbative 
models. One approach in perturbative theory is given by the Born Series [12], where the 
projectile is treated as a perturbation to the target Hamiltonian, and the few-body dynamics 
is described by expanding the transition amplitude (the square of which gives the cross­
section of the reaction) in powers of the perturbation. Hence, the transition amplitude (T) 
can be expressed as a power series expansion of the interaction potential (V) as follows,
T = <eikf  ^f |V| eikir ^i> + <eikf  |VG0V| eikir ^i> + < eikf  |VG0VG0V| eikir ^i>
+ ...........
Here, the plane waves describe the projectile in the initial and final states, ^i and ^f are the 
initial and final eigenstates of the target atom, and G0 is the Green’s function, which 
describes the propagation of the system between successive interactions.
In this expression, the first term describes a single interaction of the projectile with 
the target, and therefore it represents first order processes. The second term describes two 
interactions between the projectile and the target, and therefore represents second order 
processes, and so on. As an advantage, this approach is more transparent in terms of 
describing the reaction process of interest compared to the non-perturbative approaches. 
The disadvantage of this method is, apart from being a two-state approximation, this 
infinite power series expansion must be truncated after some term. So far, calculations only 
up to the second order are available for most of the reactions. By comparing experimental 
results with the theory, the relative importance of the various interaction sequences in the 
collision dynamics can be evaluated. For collision systems with a relatively small (much
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less than 1) perturbation parameter q (charge to speed ratio of the projectile), second-order 
calculation and even first-order calculations, are sufficient to accurately describe the cross­
section for many processes. However, for larger q, higher-order contributions are more 
important, and eventually, the expansion series may not converge at all [10, 13].
In perturbation theory, an alternative approach to describing ion-atom collisions 
with the inclusion of higher-order contributions is provided by distorted wave methods [14, 
15]. In contrast to the power series expansion in the interaction potential of the Born Series, 
in distorted wave approaches higher-order contributions are treated mainly in the final state 
wave function of the system. Here, the convergence problem of the Born series does not 
occur directly because any interaction contained in the wave function is conceptually 
included to all orders. However, the challenge of distorted wave methods is to find a 
sufficiently accurate final-state wave function.
Figure 1.3. Three-body system broken into three two-body subsystems
In distorted wave methods, the three-body system consisting of the target-nucleus 
(T), the target-electron (E), and the projectile (P) are broken into three two-body
9
subsystems, which are target-nucleus and electron, target-nucleus and projectile, and 
target-electron and projectile (as represented by different colored ovals in Figure 1.3). For 
each of these two-body subsystems, the continuum eigenstate is a (distorted, in case of 
multi-electron target) Coulomb-wave. The approximation used here is that the total final 
state wave function of the system (Yf) is described as a product of these three Coulomb- 
interactions i.e. Yf = Cpe * Cpt * Cte ; where, Cxy represents the Coulomb interaction 
between the particle pair X and Y. The disadvantage of this product wave function is that 
it ignores the correlations between the three particle-pairs. As a result, it is only accurate if 
at least one of the particles is far from the other two [16].
The theoretical calculations which were used to compare with the experimental 
results are summarized below [17]. These are two different calculations based on different 
versions of the distorted wave approximation carrying essentially the same physics.
The CDW-EIS, continuum-distorted wave eikonal initial state, model was 
employed by our collaborator Dr. Marcelo Ciappina and his group. It is a single active 
electron approach in which it is assumed that in the final state the ejected electron moves 
in the combined Coulomb field of the incident proton and the residual target core. Partial 
screening of the active electron-target interaction due to the ‘passive’ target electron is 
modeled by means of a Hartree-Fock scheme. The distortion of the final electronic state 
by the projectile is represented by a pure Coulomb function, and by an eikonal phase in the 
entrance channel. The projectile and residual target ion (PT) interaction is treated as a pure 
Coulomb interaction between the projectile and the target core. This interaction is then 
included in the transition amplitude, by invoking the eikonal approximation, through its 
multiplication by a phase factor.
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The 3DW-EIS, three-body-distorted wave eikonal initial state, model was 
developed and calculated by our collaborator Dr. Don Madison and his group. The incident 
projectile is treated as a plane wave with an eikonal phase approximating the initial state 
PT interaction. The final state wave function for the projectile is a Coulomb wave in the 
field of the target ion with a net charge of +1. The ejected electron wave function is a 
distorted wave which is a solution of the Schrodinger equation using a numerical potential 
whose radial dependence includes the screening of the nucleus by the electron cloud. For 
small radii, this potential has a net charge equal to that of the nucleus. For increasing radii, 
the net charge reduces to that of the ion for radii larger than the size of the ion.
Figure 1.4. Schematic diagram of two classical PCI sequences
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Generally, in perturbation theory, understanding the few-body dynamics means 
accurately describing the relative contributions of higher vs first-order mechanisms. One 
higher-order mechanism that is particularly important in ionization by low- or 
intermediate-energy ion and/or highly charged ion impact is known as post-collision 
interaction (PCI) [20, 21]. In PCI, the projectile interacts with a target electron at least 
twice. In the first interaction, the projectile transfers sufficient energy to the electron to be 
lifted to the continuum; in the second interaction in the outgoing part of the collision, the 
scattered projectile and the ejected electron are attracted towards the original projectile 
beam direction so that both particles are focused to a smaller angle as shown in Figure 1.4 
(a) and (b) [37]. However, because of energy and momentum conversation, there must be 
a third interaction with the target nucleus for a second interaction between the projectile 
and the ejected electron to happen. This interaction can occur between the target nucleus 
and either the electron or the projectile. Hence, PE-TE-PE and PE-TP-PE, where P, E, and 
T stand for the projectile, the electron, and the target, are the two leading-order interaction 
sequences that lead to PCI [22]. Contributions from even higher orders are also possible 
and are included in distorted wave approaches.
The electrons are ejected with different velocities during ionization. The regime 
where electrons are ejected with the velocity close to that of the projectiles, known as the 
velocity matching region, is of great importance. In the velocity matching region, there is 
a higher chance of multiple interactions between the scattered projectile and the ejected 
electron due to the increased time that both particles are close to each other. As a result, 
they effectively attract each other and both particles are focused on the initial projectile
12
beam axis. Therefore, PCI effects maximize in the projectile-electron velocity matching 
region [20, 23].
Figure 1.5. DDCS as a function of electron energy for 28.5 MeV F9+ + H2 collisions
At first, this type of focusing effect by PCI in ion-atom collisions was observed in 
doubly differential electron energy spectra. A sharp peak structure, referred to as the cusp, 
was observed in the region corresponding to an electron speed equal to that of projectile 
speed [31]. Figure 1.5 gives a nice example of a double differential electron spectrum 
showing a cusp at about 800 eV, which corresponds to the velocity matching region, in 
addition to the binary peak at about 3000eV (corresponding to the momentum transfer 
region), taken for 28.5 MeV F9+ + H2 collisions [28]. In the Figure, the dotted line
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represents the First-Born Approximation (FBA), and the thin line represents a higher-order 
calculation by Brauner and Macek [29]. The dashed and thick solid lines represent two 
different versions of the CDW-EIS model, and open squares represent a classical trajectory 
Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulation by Schultz and Reinhold [30]. One important point to be 
noted is that the cusp is only predicted by the higher-order calculations and is completely 
missing in the FBA. This shows that the cusp is indeed due to higher-order mechanisms. 
Similar focusing structures were also observed in the recoil ion momentum spectra [32] 
and in the scattered projectile spectra [33]. The average scattering angles of projectiles 
were observed to be minimized in the cusp region. These studies showed that all of the 
signatures of PCI were maximized when electrons were ejected with the velocity equal to 
that of the projectile.
The most sensitive test of the theoretical description of the few-body dynamics is 
offered by fully differential cross-sections (FDCS). In FDCS, different characteristics of 
PCI were also observed in different theoretical studies. In the velocity matching region, in 
the electron ejection angle dependence of calculated FDCS, in addition to the binary peak 
in the direction of the momentum transfer, another pronounced peak structure, referred to 
as the forward peak, was observed in the direction of the initial projectile beam direction, 
i.e. at zero electron ejection angle [26]. Another similar characteristic signature of PCI was 
found in the electron energy dependence of FDCS [26].
To measure FDCS requires a kinematically complete experiment, which is 
particularly challenging in the velocity matching region of ionization by ion impact. In 
single ionization, if  all the momentum components of two particles are measured then the 
momentum components of the third particle can be deduced using momentum conservation
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laws. The unique facility at the Laboratory for Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics 
Research (LAMOR), Missouri University of Science and Technology, in combination with 
COLTRIMS, provided the opportunity to perform a kinematically complete experiment in 
this kinematic region. For all the experiments reported here, all three momentum vectors 
of the residual target ion and the scattered projectile in coincidence were directly measured 
and then those of the ejected electrons were deduced by using conservation laws. Hence, 
the data is fully differential.
Until a few years ago, kinematically complete experiments for ionization by ion 
impact were performed only for electrons ejected with much smaller speeds than the 
projectile speed. The only fully differential measurement in the region of the cusp was 
performed for 75 keV p+ H2 in the laboratory at Missouri S&T [24]. However, this study 
was limited to only one electron energy. Furthermore, the data were compromised by a 
detector problem, which was only noticed later. Therefore, a systematic experimental study 
of PCI, covering a broad range of electron energies around the velocity matching region, 
on a fully differential level was lacking.
For small electron energies, the results from various theoretical approaches and 
experimental data were at least in qualitative agreement [39]. However, for the cusp 
region, severe discrepancies between the experiment and the theory, and also within similar 
theoretical models were observed [24, 25]. Therefore, to have a complete understanding of 
the reaction dynamics at the cusp region, a systematic study at a fully different level for 
different targets (atomic and molecular) with several different electron energies above and 
below the velocity matching region was necessary. This dissertation work filled that gap 
and provided a very systematic fully differential study in the region near velocity matching.
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Kinematically complete experiments for 75 keV p + H2 and He were performed for 
different electron-energies around the cusp region. All the measured FDCS in terms of 
different reaction parameters were compared to the results of the aforementioned two 
different, but conceptually very similar, theoretical calculations. The results of this 
dissertation study are published in three papers. The first paper is about the H2 target with 
a narrow electron-energy range close to the cusp [16]. The second paper is the same as the 
first paper, but for a He target [17], and the third paper covers a broad electron-energy 
range, above and below the cusp, for both targets [18]. Considering these publications, a 
strong dataset is developed for both atomic and molecular targets with electron energies 
well above, below, and at the velocity matching region for a systematic study of the PCI 
on a fully differential level.
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PAPER
I. FEW-BODY DYNAMICS UNDERLYING POSTCOLLISION EFFECTS IN 
THE IONIZATION OF H 2 BY 75-keV PROTON IM PACT
M. Dhital1, S. Bastola1, A. Silvus1, A. Hasan2, B.R. Lamichhane1, E. Ali1, M.F. 
Ciappina3, R.A. Lomsadze4, D. Cikota1, B. Boggs1, D.H. Madison1, and M. Schulz1
1Dept. of Physics and LAMOR, Missouri University of Science & Technology, Rolla,
MO 65409
2Dept. of Physics, UAE University, P.O. Box 15551, Al Ain, Abu Dhabi, UAE 
institu te  of Physics of the ASCR, ELI-Beamlines, 182 21 Prague, Czech Republic 
4Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi 0179, Georgia
ABSTRACT
We have measured fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for ionization in 75 keV 
p + H2 collisions for ejected electron speeds close to the projectile speed. The data were 
analyzed both in dependence on the electron emission and the projectile scattering angle. 
Pronounced post-collisional effects between the projectile and the ejected electrons were 
observed. Significant differences between experiment and theory and between two 
conceptually very similar theoretical models were found. This shows that in the region of 




One of the most important goals of ion-atom collision research is to advance our 
understanding of the few-body dynamics in systems consisting of a small number of 
charged particles [1,2]. To this end, one process which has been studied extensively, and 
which is also the focus of the present article, is ionization of simple target atoms or 
molecules by charged particle impact (for reviews see e.g. [2,3]). The major theoretical 
challenge in this task is that the Schrodinger equation is not analytically solvable for more 
than two mutually interacting particles even when the underlying forces are precisely 
known. As a result, theory has to resort to numeric models and the assumptions and 
approximations entering in these models have to be tested by detailed experimental data.
Such numeric approaches can crudely be grouped into perturbative and non­
perturbative models. The latter have the advantage that they tend to be numerically “more 
complete” in the sense that a large number of basis states can be included so that the 
influence of reaction channels other than the process of interest on the cross sections can 
be accounted for. As a result, ionization of simple target atoms (and other processes) by 
electron impact are often well described by such models (e.g. [4-6]). For ion-atom 
collisions non-perturbative calculations are much more challenging due to the much larger 
projectile mass which means that an enormous number of partial waves have to be 
considered to adequately describe the scattered projectile. Furthermore, the positive charge 
of the projectile necessitates the inclusion of projectile states in the basis sets if  the effect 
of the capture channel is to be considered. As a result, the literature on non-perturbative 
calculations for ion impact [e.g. 7-10] is not as extensive as for electron impact.
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Perturbative models effectively represent two-state approximations (accounting 
only for the initial state and the final state observed in the experiment). In one class of 
perturbative models, the transition amplitude is expanded in powers of the interaction 
potential (Born series) [11]. One advantage of this approach is that it tends to be more 
transparent than non-perturbative methods to the physical mechanisms leading to the 
collision process. Each expansion term can be associated with a specific contribution 
which classically corresponds to a sequence of interactions between pairs of particles 
within the collision system. By comparing experimental results with theory, the relative 
importance of the various interaction sequences in the collision dynamics can be evaluated.
The disadvantage of this expansion series approach is that in practice it has to be 
truncated after some order to be numerically feasible. Calculations have been carried out 
to second order for several processes [e.g. 12-14], but we are not aware of any attempts to 
calculate third- or higher-order terms. For collision systems with relatively small 
perturbation parameters ^  (projectile charge to speed ratio) a second- (and in some cases 
even a first-order) description is often sufficient, however, for large ^  higher-order terms 
can be quite important and the expansion series may not even converge at all. An 
alternative perturbative approach to account for higher-order contributions is offered by 
distorted wave methods, which treat such contributions in the final state wavefunction [e.g. 
15-19]. The advantage compared to the Born series is that any physical effect contained 
in the wavefunction is automatically included to all orders of perturbation theory so that 
the convergence problem of the Born series does not occur directly and is significantly 
reduced. However, it is not completely solved because it is not possible to include all the 
important physical effects in the wavefunction. Thus, these effects become part of the
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perturbation. Nevertheless, perturbative calculations on processes occurring in ion-atom 
collisions have focused on distorted wave approaches in recent years.
One higher-order mechanism that has been studied extensively is known as the 
post-collision interaction (PCI) [e.g. 20-26]. Here, the projectile interacts at least twice 
with a target electron. In the primary interaction the electron is lifted to the continuum and 
in the second interaction the projectile and the electron “focus” each other leading to a 
reduction in their relative velocity vector. However, classically either the electron or the 
projectile needs to be redirected by a collision with the target nucleus before the second 
projectile-electron interaction can occur. Therefore, the two leading-order interaction 
sequences leading to PCI are VPe-VTe-VPe and VPe-VPT-VPe [27,28], where the subscripts 
P, T, and e stand for projectile, target nucleus, and electron. O f course, contributions of 
higher order containing these sequences are also possible and are accounted for in distorted 
wave approaches. Such focusing effects caused by PCI were found in the ejected electron 
energy spectra [e.g. 20,21], in the projectile scattering angle dependence of double 
differential cross sections (DDCS) [22,28], as well as in recoil-ion momentum spectra [26]. 
These signatures maximize when the electron and projectile velocities ve and vp are equal 
to each other (matching velocity). However, especially for highly charged ion impact PCI 
can alter the momentum distribution of the ejected electrons significantly even far away 
from the matching velocity [29]. Apart from affecting the velocity vector of electrons 
ejected in ionization, PCI effects can also distort the line shape of autoionization following 
inner shell vacancy production by ionization, excitation or capture in ion-atom collisions 
[30]. Finally, we note that post-collisional effects of the residual target ion on the ejected 
electron have been observed as well [31].
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The most sensitive tests of theoretical calculations are generally offered by fully 
differential cross sections (FDCS) extracted from kinematically complete experiments. In 
the fully differential angular distribution of electrons ejected by highly charged ion impact 
a pronounced peak structure in the direction of the initial projectile velocity (defining 9e = 
0), caused by PCI, was observed even for electron speeds much smaller than the projectile 
speed [23]. On the other hand, for collisions with protons or moderately charged ions only 
a shift of structures in the angular distribution towards 9e = 0o, but no separate peak 
structure at 9e = 0o was found if ve << vp, in accordance with theoretical predictions [24,32]. 
In contrast, for ve = vp calculated FDCS for 75 keV p + H2 collisions were completely 
dominated by a sharp peak structure at 9e = 0 [33]. Surprisingly, this forward peak was 
nearly completely absent in experimental data [25]. One possible explanation that was 
considered was that the capture channel, not accounted for by perturbative models, might 
remove significant flux from the ionization channel, especially near 9e = 0. The presence 
of the capture channel could then also make the FDCS for ionization quite sensitive to the 
ejected electron energy (or equivalently the projectile energy loss) because its impact 
should sharply maximize at the matching velocity.
In this article we present a joint experimental and theoretical study of FDCS for 
ionization in 75 keV p + H2 collisions. Earlier experiments, performed almost at the 
matching velocity (corresponding to an energy loss of 56.5 eV), were extended to a broader 
range covering electron speeds from just below to just above the projectile speed 
(corresponding to energy losses of 50, 53, 57, and 60 eV). In the new data a clear peak 
structure at 9e = 0 is now observed in the FDCS. The comparison of the data with two
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conceptually very similar theoretical models shows that near the matching velocity the few- 
body dynamics become very sensitive to the electron speed and ejection angle.
2. EXPERIM ENTAL SETUP
The experiment was performed at the medium energy ion accelerator at the 
Missouri University of Science & Technology. A schematic set-up is shown in Figure 1. 
A proton beam was generated with a hot cathode ion source and accelerated to an energy 
of 75 keV. The beam was collimated with horizontal and vertical slits, each with a width 
of 150 pm, placed at a distance of about 50 cm from the target region. This slit geometry, 
along with the projectile de Broglie wavelength of 2 x 10-3 a.u., corresponds to a transverse 
coherence length of about 3.5 a.u. [34]. After passing through the target region, the beam 
was charge-state analyzed by a switching magnet. The protons which did not undergo 
charge exchange were then decelerated to an energy of 5 keV and energy -  analyzed by an 
electrostatic parallel plate analyzer [35] with a resolution of 2.5 eV full width at half 
maximum (FWHM). The energy-analyzed projectiles were then detected by a two­
dimensional position-sensitive multi-channel plate detector. From the position information 
the projectile scattering angle 9p was determined with a resolution of about 0.1 to 0.15 
mrad FWHM. From the energy loss s and 9p the Cartesian components of the momentum 
transfer from the projectile to the target q = po -  pf were obtained as qx = po tan 9p and qz 
= s/vp, where the x- and z-axes are parallel to the analyzer slits and the initial projectile 
momentum, respectively (see coordinate system in Fig 1). The y-component of q was fixed 
at zero due to the very narrow width of the entrance and exit slits of the analyzer (75 pm).
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In the target chamber the projectile beam was crossed with a very cold (T « 1- 2 K) 
molecular hydrogen beam from a supersonic gas jet propagating in the y-direction. The 
recoiling H2+ ions created at the intersection point between both beams were extracted in 
the x-direction by a weak electric field (« 6 V/cm) and guided onto another two­
dimensional position-sensitive multi-channel plate detector, which was set in coincidence 
with the projectile detector. The y-and z-components of the recoil-ion momentum pr are 
determined by the corresponding position components on the detector and the x-component 
by the time of flight of the recoil ions from the collision region to the detector, which, in 
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Figure 1. Schematic sketch of the experimental setup
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The electron momentum was then deduced from momentum conservation as pe = 
q - pr. The azimuthal electron emission angle is given by ^e = atan (pey/pex) and the polar 
angle by 9e = asin(pex/pe). The magnitude of the electron momentum pe was calculated 
from the energy loss (in a.u.) by pe = [2(s - I)]12, where I is the ionization potential of H2 
(I = 15.4 eV = 0.57 a.u.). The resolution in pe is thus determined by the energy loss 
resolution as Ape = As/pe = 0.06 a.u. The resolution in pex is dominated by the projectile 
scattering angle resolution and amounts to about 0.3 a.u. From these numbers a resolution 
in 9e of about 10o FWHM was estimated for the forward direction and 13o to 15o (depending 
on 9p) in the direction of q, where the so-called binary peak is expected. FDCS were 
analyzed for electrons of fixed energy ejected into the scattering plane spanned by po and 
q (i.e. ^e was fixed at zero within ± 5o) and plotted for fixed projectile scattering angles as 
a function of 9e.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figure 2, the FDCS = d3a/(dEedQedQp) are plotted as a function of 9e for 9p = 
0.1 mrad and for energy losses as indicated by the insets. Here, s = 57 eV corresponds to 
the matching speed ve = vp (within 1%). For all four energy losses a strong peak structure 
at 9e = 0 is found, which becomes increasingly narrow with ve approaching vp (the FWHM 
in order of increasing s are 30o, 26o, 22o, and 24o). It should be noted that this width is 
mostly due to the binary peak, located near the direction of q, which for small 9p is not 
resolved from the forward peak. Its intensity relative to the one of the forward peak is
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expected to minimize at the matching speed thus resulting in a minimized angular width. 
The data of our earlier study for s = 57 eV [25], where this peak structure was shifted to 
15o, are thus not reproduced by the present results. The reason for this discrepancy could 
be related to a crack in the anode of the projectile detector used in [25], which became 
apparent after the experiment was completed and the data were published. However, it 
probably started already earlier as a tiny hair crack which went unnoticed because the 
signals were not yet visibly affected. It nevertheless may have compromised the projectile 
position resolution in the x-direction and thereby the corresponding component of the 
electron momentum.
Figure 2. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected into the scattering plane
for a projectile scattering angle of 0.1 mrad
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The dashed and solid curves in Figure 2 show our continuum distorted wave- 
eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) [18] and 3-body distorted wave (3DW) calculations [33], 
respectively. Both models represent perturbative approaches in which higher-order 
contributions are treated in the final-state wavefunction. Since the natural width of the 
forward peak in the calculations (varying between 2o and 10o FWHM, depending on s) is 
in most cases smaller than the experimental resolution, theory had to be convoluted with 
the latter in order to make possible a meaningful comparison to the measured data. 
However, the resolution estimated in the experimental section yields theoretical peak 
structures which are too broad. Theory was therefore convoluted with a resolution of 5o 
FWHM, which for the two smaller scattering angles reproduced the half width of the 
negative angle wing of the peak in the experimental data very well. This suggests that our 
estimate of the angular resolution is too pessimistic. On the other hand, in the vicinity of 
the binary peak a resolution of 5o FWHM is probably too optimistic. However, the natural 
width of the binary peak is much larger than the experimental resolution so that here the 
convolution has no significant impact on the FDCS.
Both models reproduce the qualitative dependence of the measured FDCS on 9e 
very well. However, in magnitude there are some differences between experiment and 
both theories. Furthermore, the two theories differ from each other by as much as about 
40%. Since both models are conceptually very similar, this can be taken as a first indication 
for the FDCS being relatively sensitive to the details of the reaction dynamics in the region 
of the matching velocity.
In Figure 3, the FDCS are shown for 9p = 0.2 mrad and for the same energy losses
as in Figure 2. The data still maximize near 9e = 0, but while for 9p = 0.1 mrad the FDCS
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are nearly symmetric around 9e = 0 (except for s = 50 eV), for 9p = 0.2 mrad the wing for 
positive 9e is larger than the one for negative 9e. For s = 50 eV there might even be a 
separate peak structure at 9e = 25o, although the statistical significance of the forward peak 
due to a single data point 9e = 0o is not clear. This asymmetry is a signature of an increasing 
contribution of the binary peak to the FDCS. The binary peak results from events in which 
momentum is exchanged predominantly between the projectile and the active electron (i.e. 
the residual target ion remains to a large extent passive) and therefore occurs near the 
direction of q (indicated in Figs. 2-5 by the vertical arrows). For ejected electron speeds 
much less than the projectile speed it is usually the dominant structure in the FDCS. For 
9p = 0.2 mrad the direction of q is between 26o and 31o (depending on energy loss) so that 
the binary peak is not resolved from the forward peak (with the possible exception of s = 
50 eV). Rather, its contribution only leads to the aforementioned asymmetry favoring 
positive 9e.






Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 for a projectile scattering angle of 0.2 mrad
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The comparison to theory reveals increasing discrepancies with the experimental 
data, not only in magnitude, but also in shape. Furthermore, the differences between both 
theories are also increased and are quite noticeable in shape as well. While the centroid of 
the FDCS calculated with CDW-EIS tends to be shifted to slightly larger angles than in the 
experimental data, for the 3-DW model the centroid is shifted to smaller angles, at least for 
the two larger energy losses. In magnitude the differences between both calculations is 
now increased to as much as a factor of two. Overall, in shape the experimental data fall 
somewhere between both theories. We note that the 3DW calculation yields separate 
forward and binary peak structures at s = 50 eV, lending some credence to the measured 
data point at 9e = 0o
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 for a projectile scattering angle of 0.325 mrad
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At 9p = 0.325 mrad the contributions to the FDCS (shown in Figure 4) from the 
binary peak relative to the forward peak have increased (compared to the smaller 9p) to the 
extent that the data no longer maximize at 9e = 0, especially for s = 50 and 60 eV. This 
trend is also seen in both theoretical models, where the binary peak is in most cases even 
clearly separated from the forward peak. At this scattering angle there are significant and 
qualitative discrepancies between both calculations and the measured data as well as 
between both models. There is some element of qualitative agreement between the 
theoretical results in so far as they both predict the forward to binary peak intensity ratio 
to maximize around ve/vp =1 (i.e. at s = 57 eV), as expected. But quantitatively, that ratio 
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 2 for a projectile scattering angle of 0.55 mrad
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The FDCS for 9p = 0.55 mrad are plotted in Figure 5. At this scattering angle the 
binary peak in the experimental data is clearly separated from the forward peak, except for 
s = 57 eV. Since at this energy loss the momentum transfer occurs at 9e = 55o the binary 
peak should be separated from the forward peak. The observation that the binary peak is 
not at the direction of the momentum transfer points to another well-known signature of 
higher-order contributions: they lead to a forward shift of the binary peak relative to the 
direction of q [36]. Indeed, for the other energy losses the peak is shifted as well and the 
shift increases, as expected, with decreasing departure of the electron speed from the 
projectile speed.
A small forward shift of the binary peak is also observed in the 3DW calculations, 
at least for the two larger s, but interestingly not in the CDW-EIS results even at s = 57 eV 
(i.e. ve = vp). On the other hand, a small shift of about 7o is seen in the calculation for s = 
57 eV and 9p = 0.325 mrad. This trend in the CDW-EIS results is similar to what was 
measured and calculated for FDCS in 16 MeV O7+ + He collisions for electron speeds much 
smaller than the projectile speed [36]: the forward shift of the binary peak decreased with 
increasing transverse momentum transfer (qtr) and reached a minimum at qtr ~ 1.5 to 2 a.u., 
which for the present collision system corresponds to 9p « 0.55 mrad, making it even larger 
than in the 3DW results. In contrast, at s = 57 eV the 3DW model predicts a larger forward 
shift for 9p = 0.55 mrad than for 0.325 mrad.
It seems plausible to associate the forward shift of the binary peak with PCI. 
However, it should be noted that for 16 MeV O7+ + He collisions studied in [36] it could 
be clearly traced to PCI only for qtr > 2 a.u. For qtr < 1.5 a.u. this shift was explained by 
another higher-order mechanism involving the projectile -  target nucleus (PT) interaction
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and an interaction of the electron, already promoted to the continuum by the projectile, 
with the target nucleus. On the other hand, it should also be noted that in the present work 
we study a very different kinematic regime. More specifically, since the electron speed is 
close to the projectile speed it is quite possible that even for qtr < 1.5 a.u. (or 9p < 0.5 mrad) 
the forward shift of the binary peak is mostly caused by PCI.
Apart from the forward shift of the binary peak at 9p = 0.55 mrad there are also 
large and qualitative differences between the 3DW and CDW-EIS calculations in the 
binary to forward peak intensity ratio and in the overall magnitude of the FDCS and both 
calculations show large discrepancies to the measured FDCS. Considering the conceptual 
similarity of both models this is a very surprising observation which calls for an 
explanation. To this end, the conclusions obtained from a double differential study of 
ionization of atomic hydrogen by 75 keV p impact [28] may point in the right direction. 
There, it was found that in the CDW-EIS model PCI effects are predominantly caused by 
the VPe-VPT-VPe sequence. The description of the PT interaction, occurring in this 
sequence, represents the perhaps most significant difference between the two models. 
While in the CDW-EIS approach this interaction is treated semi-classically, assuming a 
straight-line trajectory for the projectile and using the eikonal approximation, in the 3DW 
model it is accounted for fully quantum-mechanically in terms of a Coulomb factor in the 
final-state wavefunction. For a 75 keV proton it may not seem obvious that this difference 
is important. On the other hand, the increasing discrepancies between experiment and 
theory and between both calculations with increasing 9p show that the FDCS become very 
sensitive to the details of the few-body dynamics, especially at large 9p.
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Another question to be answered is why the disagreement between theory and 
experiment grow so large at large 9p. Several factors may contribute to these discrepancies. 
First, in the case of an atomic hydrogen target it was found that in a hybrid model, referred 
to as second Born approximation with Coulomb waves (SBA-C), the relative importance 
of the two interaction sequences contributing to PCI (VPe-VPT-VPe and VPe-VeT-VPe) is 
reversed compared to CDW-EIS [28]. In the SBA-C approach the PT interaction is treated 
in the operator of the transition amplitude, but the higher-order contributions in the 
projectile -  electron interaction is treated in the final-state wavefunction. Generally, the 
experimental data were in better agreement with the SBA-C than with the CDW-EIS 
calculations. This can be taken as an indication that the contributions from the VPe-VeT- 
VPe sequence may be underestimated by the CDW-EIS results.
Second, in [28] it was argued that treating higher-order contributions in the 
projectile -  electron interaction in the final state wavefunction (as done in both CDW-EIS 
and 3DW) should be more accurate than in the Born series truncated after the second-order 
term. However, contributions involving the PT interaction were believed to be more 
adequately described in terms of the second Born approximation (as done in the SBA-C 
model). The reasoning for this assumption was that such higher-order contributions are 
expected to select events in which all three particles are relatively close together. The 
projectile needs to approach the electron to a close distance in order to transfer sufficient 
energy for ionization to occur. But the projectile also needs to approach the target nucleus 
rather closely for the PT interaction to play an important role. However, the final-state 
wavefunction in distorted wave approaches is known to be accurate only if at least one 
particle is far from the other two [37,38]. Therefore, even if the VPe-VPT-VPe sequence
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provides the dominant contribution to PCI it may not be treated with sufficient accuracy 
by the CDW-EIS and 3DW models. Close encounters between the projectile and the target 
nucleus should be particularly important at large 9p, which would explain the increasing 
discrepancies with increasing 9p.
Furthermore, the capture channel, not accounted for in either model, may contribute 
to the discrepancies [32]. The flux in this channel is erroneously counted as ionization in 
the calculations. Discrepancies resulting from this factor should maximize at the matching 
velocity (i.e. for ve = vp and 9e = 0). This seems to be indeed the case in the 3DW results 
for 9p = 0.325 and 0.55 mrad, but not for the two smaller scattering angles. On the other 
hand, the CDW-EIS approach systematically underestimates this structure. Since neither 
calculation accounts for the capture channel the comparison between experiment and 
theory does not allow for definite conclusions regarding its importance.
Finally, both theoretical models treat the projectiles as completely coherent, i.e. the 
transverse coherence length Ar is infinite. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that 
measured cross sections can sensitively depend on Ar [39]. If Ar is significantly smaller 
than the effective dimension of the diffracting object (i.e. the target), any interference term 
predicted by theory may not be observable. The effective target dimension, in turn, is 
basically determined by the impact parameter dependence of the reaction probability. At 
impact parameters larger than 3.5 a.u. (i.e. the coherence length realized in this experiment) 
the ionization probability is expected to be rather small. Nevertheless, it has been 
theoretically demonstrated that even at Ar = 3.5 a.u. the projectiles cannot be regarded as 
fully coherent and that the cross sections are very sensitive to Ar in this region [40].
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As pointed out in the introduction PCI represents a focusing effect between the 
projectile and the ejected electron in which both particles attract each other towards the 
initial projectile beam axis. Therefore, it should lead to a narrowing of the angular 
distribution of the scattered projectiles. This was indeed observed in double differential 
cross sections (DDCS) (in energy loss and projectile solid angle) for ionization of atomic 
and molecular hydrogen [28] by proton impact. On the other hand, the DDCS represent an 
integration of the FDCS over all ejected electron solid angles. Therefore, electrons ejected 
at large 9e, i.e. those which are not affected by PCI very strongly, contribute to the width 
of the projectile angular distribution. An even larger narrowing effect could therefore be 
expected in the FDCS for 9e fixed at 0 as a function of 9p.
Figure 6. Average projectile scattering angle 9ave for electrons ejeceted at 9e = 0 as a 
function of the electron to projectile speed ratio
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In Figure 6 we present the average scattering angle,
0avg = J(d3a/dQpdQedEe) 9p dQp/J(d3a/dQpdQedEe) dQp (1)
for 0e = 0 as a function of the electron to projectile speed ratio ve/vp as closed symbols. For 
comparison, the open symbols represent the corresponding average angles obtained from 
the DDCS reported in [28]. In both data sets a pronounced minimum is observed near ve/vp 
= 1, confirming a pronounced focusing effect caused by PCI. Furthermore, this focusing 
effect indeed appears to be stronger in the FDCS than in the DDCS because the minimum 
is deeper and narrower. The dashed and solid blue curves in Figure 6 show the CDW-EIS 
calculations with and without the PT interaction included, respectively, and the dashed and 
solid red curves the corresponding results of the 3DW model. Remarkably large 
differences between all four calculations and the experimental data are quite apparent.
First, we analyze the comparison of both CDW-EIS calculations with the 
experimental data. Both reproduce a minimum at ve/vp = 1, but in both cases it is not as 
pronounced as in the measured values because for ve/vp > 1 the calculated 9avg rise much 
slower than in the experimental data. Up to the matching speed the calculation without the 
PT interaction is in much better agreement with experiment, while for ve/vp > 1 both curves 
approach each other. This suggests that within the CDW-EIS model the VPe-VPT-VPe 
sequence becomes relatively unimportant for ve/vp > 1 and that its contribution to PCI may 
be overestimated for ve/vp < 1.
The 3DW results exhibit a good qualitative agreement with experiment except for 
the location of the minimum of the cross section for the velocity matching region. Whereas 
experiment finds the minimum at unity, the 3DW has a minimum at ve/vp = 0.95 and the 
width is much broader than in experiment. In the 3DW model the effect of including the
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PT interaction is significantly smaller than in the CDW-EIS model, suggesting that in the 
former the VPe-VPT-VPe sequence plays a much less important role. Overall, the 3DW 
model is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data. On the other hand, the 
CDW-EIS yields reasonable agreement up to, but not above the matching speed and the 
inclusion of the PT interaction does not lead to improved agreement. The comparison 
between the experimental data and both models thus reinforces the conclusion drawn from 
the analysis of the fully differential angular electron distributions that near the matching 
speed the FDCS are very sensitive to the details of the collision dynamics.
At the matching speed, PCI seems to have a much stronger effect for H2 (even in 
Gave obtained from the DDCS, open symbols in Figure 6) than for helium. This was not 
necessarily expected because of the larger ionization potential I  of helium. By considering 
the asymptotic case of I  approaching zero one would expect PCI effects to become more 
important with increasing I. This scenario of an unbound electron is equivalent to the target 
nucleus not even being present so that neither of the two interaction sequences leading to 
PCI is present. The dependence of PCI effects on the target ionization potential was further 
investigated in a separate study for heavy targets (Neon and Argon), which will be reported 
in a forthcoming publication of the most important goal
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured and calculated fully differential cross sections for ionization of 
H2 by 75 keV proton impact for ejected electron speeds close to the projectile speed. The 
data confirm a very pronounced peak structure for electrons ejected in the forward direction
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which was predicted by theory earlier [33]. This feature was not observed in a previous 
experiment for the same collision system and for similar kinematic conditions, probably 
due to a hair crack in the anode of the projectile detector resulting in a compromised 
electron angular resolution.
The comparison between the experimental data and two conceptually very similar 
perturbative models show that near the electron -  projectile matching speed the fully 
differential cross sections are very sensitive to the few-body dynamics. Large differences 
are found both in the angular distributions of the ejected electrons and of the scattered 
projectiles. The most important difference between the 3DW and CDW-EIS models is the 
description of the projectile - target nucleus interaction, which is treated fully quantum- 
mechanically in the former and semi-classically in the latter model. It seems likely that the 
discrepancies between the experimental data and the CDW-EIS calculations can to a large 
extent be related to the description of the PT interaction. However, there are also 
significant discrepancies between the measured data and the 3DW calculation. This shows 
that either the PT interaction is not treated with sufficient accuracy in the 3DW model 
either or that other factors, such as the finite projectile coherence length or the capture 
channel not accounted for in theory, contribute to these discrepancies. One potential 
problem concerning the PT interaction, and which could affect both models, is that higher- 
order mechanisms involving the PT interaction could be quite selective on events in which 
all three particles approach each other to a relatively small distance. However, the 3-body 
final-state wavefunction is only accurate if at least one particle is far away from the other 
two. To test a potential influence from this factor calculations based on the second Born 
approximation and on non-perturbative approaches could be very helpful.
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ABSTRACT
We have measured and calculated fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for 
ionization of helium by 75 keV proton impact. Ejected electron with a speed close to and 
above the projectile speed were investigated. This range of kinematics represents a largely 
unexplored regime. A high sensitivity of the FDCS to the details of the description of the 
few-body dynamics, reported earlier for ionization of H2, was confirmed. A new, so far 
unexplained peak structure was found in an electron angular range between the regions 
where the so-called binary and recoil peaks are usually observed. The need for 
nonperturbative calculations using a two-center basis set is demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ionization of atoms and molecules by ion impact has been studied extensively for 
several decades (for reviews see e.g. [1-4]). Early experiments focused on measuring 
absolute total cross sections [e.g. 5-9]. Later, with the development of high-resolution 
electron spectrometers, double differential cross section measurements became feasible 
[e.g. 10-12]. However, cross sections differential in projectile parameters were very 
challenging to measure because of the large mass of ions compared to electrons. Direct 
detection of fast heavy projectiles with sufficient resolution was restricted to scattering 
angles larger than approximately 0.1 mrad and energy losses larger than approximately 100 
eV [13,14]. But for ionization from the target valence shell the largest contributions to the 
cross section often come from much smaller scattering angles (of the order of prad or even 
smaller) and energy losses (close to the target ionization potential). Until about 20 years 
ago projectile differential cross sections for valence-shell ionization, in the kinematic 
regime which mostly contributes to the total cross section, could only be measured for 
light-ion impact [e.g. 15]. Double differential measurements (as a function of scattering 
angle and energy loss) were further limited to relatively small projectile energies [e.g. 16]. 
Fully differential cross sections (FDCS) were only measured [4,17-21] after recoil-ion 
momentum spectroscopy was developed [22,23]. For fast heavy-ion impact this made 
possible measuring the momentum vectors of the ejected electron and the recoil-ion in 
coincidence and to determine the scattered projectile momentum from the kinematic
conservation laws.
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So far, FDCS measurements were focused on electrons ejected with a speed much 
smaller than the projectile speed [e.g. 4,17-21]. Fully differential data for ejected electron 
speeds close to the projectile speed were only reported for 75 keV p + H2 collisions [24], 
and such data for electrons considerably faster than the projectile are completely lacking. 
The projectile -  electron velocity-matching regime has attracted considerable interest [e.g. 
10,16,25,26] because here a specific higher-order mechanism, known as post-collision 
interaction (PCI), plays a particularly important role, especially for low- and intermediate- 
energy projectiles. In this process, the projectile interacts at least twice with the active 
electron. In the primary interaction the projectile transfers sufficient energy to the electron 
for the latter to be lifted to the continuum, and subsequently the two particles interact with 
each other for a second time, in which they attract each other towards the initial projectile 
beam axis and to similar velocities. Furthermore, because of momentum conservation, an 
interaction between the residual target ion and either the projectile or the active electron 
needs to be involved in PCI [27]. As a result, the leading - order interaction sequences 
leading to PCI are Vpe-Vte-Vpe and Vpe-Vpt-Vpe, where the subscripts p, t, and e refer to 
projectile, target ion, and electron, respectively. As pointed out by Sarkadi et al. [28] PCI 
is therefore a two-center process.
One important manifestation of the focusing due to PCI predicted by theory [29,30] 
is a strong peak structure in the fully differential electron angular distribution in the 
velocity matching regime occurring in the forward direction. This forward peak was 
recently confirmed experimentally for the case of an H2 target [24]. Nevertheless, large 
discrepancies between experiment and theory and between two conceptually very similar 
theoretical models were found. In contrast, for electron energies well below the velocity­
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matching regime discrepancies between experiment and theory are much smaller and 
various theoretical models are usually in reasonable agreement with each other [31,32]. 
This illustrates that, in the velocity-matching regime, the FDCS are very sensitive to the 
details of the few-body dynamics. Therefore, this regime is particularly important to test 
theoretical models.
Further signatures of PCI, which are not fully understood, were found in double 
differential cross sections (DDCS) as a function of scattering angle, which were measured 
for a broad range of ejected electron energies and for several target species [33]. For 
ejected electron energies below the velocity matching regime focusing effects due to PCI 
appeared to become increasingly pronounced with increasing target ionization potential I, 
which is the expected and theoretically predicted trend [24]. However, at the velocity 
matching the trend was not clear. On the one hand, the width of the scattering angle 
dependence of the DDCS increased with increasing I , suggesting a decreasing focusing due 
to PCI. On the other hand, a broadening of the DDCS could be caused by another higher- 
order mechanism, involving the projectile -  target nucleus (PT) interaction, but only a 
single projectile-electron interaction. Such a process should become increasingly 
important with increasing I . It is thus possible that PCI increases with increasing I  even at 
the velocity matching, but that it is masked by the higher-order mechanism involving the 
PT interaction. The results of [24] and [33] show that our understanding of the few-body 
dynamics in this regime is much less complete than it is for electron energies well below 
the velocity-matching regime. Furthermore, for electrons much faster than the projectiles 
no experimental FDCS have been reported at all yet.
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In this paper we present measured FDCS for ionization in 75 keV p + He collisions. 
Two main goals were pursued in this project: first, we wanted to investigate the target 
dependence of PCI effects on the FDCS by comparing data for a target with a relatively 
large I  (24.6 eV for He) to previously reported data for a target with a relatively small I  
(15.4 eV for H2). Second, we wanted to study the role of PCI for ejected electron energies 
well above the velocity-matching regime. We will show that a clear dependence of PCI 
effects on the target could not be identified in the electron angular distribution of the FDCS, 
however, fully differential electron energy spectra show a stronger role of PCI for He 
compared to H2 at large projectile scattering angles. Furthermore, PCI effects remain 
surprisingly strong at electron energies well above the velocity-matching regime.
2. EXPERIM ENTAL SETUP
The experiment was performed at the ion-accelerator of the Missouri University of 
Science & Technology. The set-up is identical to the one used previously to study 
ionization of H 2 [24]. A proton beam was generated with a hot cathode ion source and 
extracted at an energy of 5 keV and then accelerated to 75 keV. The beam, propagating in 
the z-direction, was collimated by a pair of slits with a width of 150 pm placed at a distance 
of 50 cm from the target region. With a projectile deBroglie wavelength of 2x10-3 a.u. this 
slit geometry corresponds to a transverse coherence length of about 3.5 a.u. [34]. After 
passing through the target region, the projectiles were charge-analyzed by a switching 
magnet. The projectiles which were not charge-exchanged were decelerated by 70 keV, 
energy analyzed using an electrostatic parallel plate analyzer [35] and detected by a two­
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dimensional position-sensitive multi-channel plate detector. From the position information 
and the energy loss s the complete three-dimensional momentum vector was obtained in 
the data analysis. The resolution in s was about 2.5 eV full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) and the scattering angle resolution 0.12 mrad FWHM.
In the collision chamber the projectile beam was crossed with a very cold helium 
beam (T « 1-2 K), propagating in the y-direction, from a supersonic jet. The recoil ions 
produced in the collision were extracted by a weak and uniform electric field of 6 V/cm 
and detected by a second two-dimensional position-sensitive detector, which was set in 
coincidence with the projectile detector. The coincidence time contains the time-of-flight 
information of the recoil ions from the collision region to the detector (the spread in the 
time-of-flight of the projectiles due to the energy loss is negligible), from which the 
momentum component in the direction of the extraction field (x-direction) was determined. 
The y- and z-components of the recoil-ion momentum were extracted from the position 
information. The momentum resolution was about 0.15 a.u. FWHM for the x- and z- 
components and, due to the target temperature, 0.35 a.u. FWHM in the y-direction.
The ejected electron momentum was deduced from momentum conservation as pe 
= q - pr, where q is the momentum transfer from the projectile to the target. The FDCS 
will be presented for electrons ejected with various fixed energies Ee into the scattering 
plane (spanned by the initial and final projectile momenta) and various fixed projectile 
scattering angles 9p as a function of the electron emission angle 9e. Since Ee = s - I  ( I  = 
24.6 eV = 0.904 a.u.), the electron energy resolution is the same as the resolution in s. The
angular resolution depends on 9e itself and ranges from 8o in the forward direction to about
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12o FWHM in the direction of q, where the so-called binary peak (see Results and 
Discussion section) is usually observed.
3. THEORY
The data were compared to two different, but conceptually very similar distorted 
wave calculations. Our continuum distorted wave -  eikonal initial state (CDW-EIS) model 
is a single active electron approach where we assume that in the final state the ejected 
electron moves in the combined Coulomb field of the incident ion and the residual target 
core. Partial screening of the active electron-target interaction due to the ‘passive’ helium 
electron is modelled by means of a Hartree-Fock scheme. Distortion of the final electronic 
state by the projectile is represented by a pure Coulomb function, and by an eikonal phase 
in the entrance channel. In an extension of the CDW-EIS model, the projectile -  residual 
target ion (PT) interaction is accounted for in terms of a pure Coulomb interaction between 
the projectile and the target core (CDW-EIS-PT model). This interaction is then included 
in the transition amplitude, by invoking the eikonal approximation, through its 
multiplication by a phase factor. For more details see [36].
Whereas the CDW-EIS-PT approach is a semi-classical approximation which treats 
the projectile motion as straight lines, the 3-body distorted wave-eikonal initial state (3DW- 
EIS) model is a fully quantum mechanical treatment. The incident projectile is treated as 
a plane wave with an eikonal phase approximating the initial state PT interaction. The final 
state wave function for the projectile is a Coulomb wave for a net charge o f+1, so the final 
state PT interaction is approximated as the projectile moving in the field of the ion. The
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ejected electron wave function is a distorted wave which is a solution of the Schrodinger 
equation using a numerical potential whose radial dependence contains the screening of 
the nucleus by the electron cloud. For small radii, this potential has a net charge equal to 
that of the nucleus. For increasing radii, the net charge reduces to that of the ion for radii 
larger than the size of the ion. For a more complete description, see [37] and references 
therein.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Figures 1 -  4, we present FDCS for energy losses of s = 62.5, 65.5, 68.5, and 85 
eV (corresponding to electron to projectile speed ratios of 0.965, 1, 1.04, and 1.22, 
respectively), and for fixed scattering angles (from top to bottom panels) of 9p = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, and 0.5 mrad as a function of the polar electron emission angle 9e. In each case 
electrons ejected into the scattering plane were selected, i.e. the azimuthal electron angle 
was fixed at ^e = 0o ± 5o. Here, 9e = 0o coincides with the initial projectile beam direction, 
9e = 90o, with the direction of the transverse component of q, and 9e = 270o with the 
direction of the transverse component of -q . The direction of q (9q = arctan (qtr/qz)) is 
indicated by the arrow in each panel.
Qualitatively, the electron angular dependences of the FDCS are quite similar to 
those we recently reported for ionization of H2. For He, too, in most cases a strong forward 
peak is observed, which dominates the FDCS at small 9p (except for s = 85 eV). This 
structure is due to the mutual focusing of the projectile and the electron towards the beam 
axis caused by PCI. Furthermore, the binary peak, which is expected near the direction of
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q, at small 9p manifests itself in terms of a “shoulder” on the large angle wing of the forward 
peak, and with increasing 9p becomes increasingly visible as a separate peak structure. In 
a first-order approximation the binary peak can be described as being caused by a single 
interaction between the projectile and the electron, where the target nucleus remains 
essentially passive. Momentum conservation then demands that the binary peak occurs 
exactly in the direction of q. However, the binary peak can be shifted by contributions 
from higher-order mechanisms. More specifically, PCI effects tend to move the binary 
peak in the forward direction relative to q [e.g. 18,19,21,24,30]. Such a shift is also seen 
in the present data for those cases where the binary peak is resolved from the forward peak. 
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Figure 1. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected into the scattering plane 
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 for a projectile energy loss of 68.5 eV
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 1 for a projectile energy loss of 85 eV
A surprising behavior is seen in the FDCS for s = 85 eV. This energy loss 
corresponds to an electron to projectile speed ratio of ve/vp =1.22, which cannot be regarded 
as falling within the velocity matching regime. Therefore, one would expect the forward 
peak to be much less important relative to the binary peak than for the smaller energy 
losses. Indeed, the peak structure observed in the data for 9p = 0.1 mrad does not occur at 
9e = 0o, but rather close to the direction of q (9q = 10o). Here, the forward peak is not 
resolved from the binary peak so that a quantitative evaluation of the contribution from the 
forward peak is difficult. Nevertheless, the observation that the peak structure occurs very 
close to 9q shows that the binary peak must be dominant. At 9p = 0.2 mrad the maximum 
has moved to even larger 9e, and at 0o the FDCS is further reduced. However, at larger 9p 
a sudden increase of the FDCS at 0o (relative to the value at 9q) is seen. At 9p = 0.3 mrad
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a “shoulder” on the small-angle wing of the maximum is found and at 9p = 0.5 mrad a peak 
structure close to 0o clearly separated from the binary peak is observed. In fact, at this 
scattering angle the peak height ratio between the forward and binary peaks is quite similar 
to the corresponding values for the smaller energy losses. These data suggest that with 
increasing departure of the ejected electron speed from the projectile speed the relative 
importance of PCI tends to increase with increasing scattering angle, while for electron 
speeds equal to the projectile speed, within approximately 5 to 10 %, the opposite trend is 
observed. A similar conclusion was drawn for electrons well below the velocity matching 
regime ejected in 16 MeV O7+ + He collisions. There, an increasing forward shift of the 
binary peak with increasing q was found [38]. Later, such a trend was also theoretically 
predicted for fast proton-helium collisions [39]. However, at present we do not have a 
conceptual explanation for these trends.
The presence of separate forward and forward-shifted binary peak structures at 9p 
= 0.5 mrad may at first glance seem plausible. However, here, we point out that, in a 
classical picture, it is not straight forward to explain this phenomenon (and a classical 
explanation may not be possible at all). Both the existence of the forward peak and the 
forward shift of the binary peak are caused by the same mechanism, namely by the 
attraction of the ejected electron towards the beam axis by the projectile. In both cases this 
attraction results in a shift of the corresponding peak relative to the direction of q. The 
difference is merely of a quantitative nature: In the case of the forward peak this shift is 
equal to 9q, while in the case of the binary peak it is only about 20 to 30% of 9q. This raises 
the question why a shift of say 50% of 9q is significantly less likely than a shift of 20 to
30% and 100% of 9q, i.e. why there is a minimum separating the forward and binary peaks.
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A resolution of this apparent dilemma is probably only possible within a quantum- 
mechanical treatment. There, the minimum can probably be interpreted as destructive 
interference between different transition amplitudes leading to the same final state.
The dashed blue curves in Figs. 1-4 represent our CDW-EIS calculations, which do 
not account for the PT interaction. The solid blue curves in Figs. 1-4 represent our CDW- 
EIS-PT calculations, which do account for the PT interaction [36]. The red curves show 
our 3DW-EIS calculations, which also account for the PT interaction [37]. As mentioned 
in the introduction, CDW-EIS-PT and 3DW-EIS are conceptually very similar. The most 
important difference lies in the treatment of the PT interaction. While the CDW-EIS-PT 
model assumes straight-line trajectories, in the 3DW-EIS model the PT interaction is 
treated fully quantum-mechanically.
Figure 5. Ratios between the fully differential cross sections for ionization of He and H2
as a function of the electron ejection angle
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The comparison between experiment and theory and between both theoretical 
models also reveals some similarities to the FDCS reported earlier for ionization of H2 [24]. 
For the smallest and the largest energy losses, which are furthest from the electron- 
projectile velocity matching, and at small 9p, the 3DW-EIS calculations are in very good 
agreement with the experimental data. The CDW-EIS-PT calculations also reproduce the 
qualitative electron angular dependence of the measured FDCS very well, but there are 
considerable discrepancies in absolute magnitude. However, at large 9p, especially for the 
other two energy losses close to the velocity matching, theory does not even reproduce the 
experimental data qualitatively. Furthermore, in spite of the conceptual similarities the two 
models differ substantially from each other in this regime. This reconfirms the conclusion, 
drawn from the fully differential study of ionization of H 2, that the FDCS in the velocity 
matching regime are particularly sensitive to the details of the few-body dynamics.
One important question is how PCI effects depend on the target ionization potential. 
By considering the asymptotic case of I  = 0 one would expect such effects to become 
increasingly important with increasing I. This scenario is equivalent to the target nucleus 
not even being present. On the other hand, as mentioned in the introduction, the interaction 
of the nucleus with either the ejected electron or the scattered projectile plays an essential 
role in PCI. One could argue that I  approaching to zero is not necessarily a signature of a 
vanishing nuclear charge, but that it can also signify an increasing screening of the nuclear 
charge by the passive electrons. However, the total unscreened charge of the nuclei is the 
same for H2 and He. One would therefore expect the larger screened effective nuclear 
charge (which to a large extent determines I) of He, to lead to larger PCI effects than in H2. 
Instead, measured DDCS as a function of projectile energy loss and scattering angle
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seemed to suggest that PCI actually becomes stronger with decreasing I  [16,27]. On the 
other hand, as mentioned in the introduction, a follow-up study on DDCS for heavier 
targets [33] suggested that effects due to PCI could be masked by those due to another 
higher-order mechanism, involving the PT interaction, but only a single projectile-electron 
interaction (for simplicity, we refer to this process as the second-order PT process). 
Therefore, the dependence of PCI effects on I  could not be conclusively determined from 
DDCS measurements.
20 40






Figure 6. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected into the scattering plane 
for a fixed electron ejection angle of 0o as a function of electron energy
Further insight should be obtainable from the FDCS measurements, especially by 
analyzing the forward peak. The second-order PT process is not expected to significantly
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contribute at 9e = 0o because there the last step in PCI, leading to the focusing towards 0o, 
is missing. Therefore, in contrast to DDCS, PCI effects to a large extent can be separated 
in the 9e -  dependence of the FDCS from the second-order PT process. Considering the 
asymptotic case of I  approaching 0 one would not only expect PCI to become weaker, but 
at the same time the binary peak in the FDCS to become stronger and narrower. Therefore, 
if  PCI effects indeed increase with increasing I, the ratio between the FDCS for ionization 
of He and H2 should exhibit a strong maximum at 9e =0o These ratios are shown in Figure 
5 for electrons emitted with the projectile speed (corresponding to s = 65.5 eV for He and 
s = 57 eV for H2) and for 9p = 0.1 mrad (upper panel) and 9p = 0.5 mrad (lower panel) as a 
function of 9e. At 9p = 0.1 mrad the ratios are essentially flat for 9e > -30o At 9p = 0.5 
mrad, there appears to be a weak structure near 9e = 45o, which is close to the direction of 
q. Therefore, if  there is any statistically significant departure from a flat dependence of R 
on 9e at all it would indicate a preference of the binary peak, rather than the forward peak, 
at larger I .
Apart from the forward peak in the electron angular distribution another prominent 
signature of PCI is a strong peak structure, the so-called cusp peak, in the electron energy 
spectrum at Ee ~ V2 vp2 (in a.u.) for 9e fixed at 0o [e.g. 10,25,26]. If very small 9p in addition 
to 9e = 0o are selected one would expect the cusp peak to become even more pronounced. 
In Figure 6 the FDCS for 9e = 0o and for the same 9p as in Figs. 1 -  4 (from upper left to 
lower right) are plotted as a function of Ee. Two remarkable features are seen in this Figure: 
first, from the data the exact location of the cusp peak cannot be determined because of a 
large gap in the data between 5 and 38 eV, nevertheless it is clear that it occurs very close
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 for H2 target; data and calculations from [24]
Figure 8. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected from He (left panels) and 
H2 (right panels) into the scattering plane for a projectile energy loss of 62.5 eV (He 
target) and 50 eV (H2 target) as a function of the electron ejection angle
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to, but slightly below Ee = V vp2 (indicated by the arrows). Second, a very steep high- 
energy wing of the cusp peak can even be seen at the largest scattering angle of 0.5 mrad. 
For comparison, in Figure 7 the corresponding data are shown for ionization of H2. There, 
the cusp peak occurs exactly at V vp2 and it is only seen at the two smaller 9p.
Both models accounting for the PT interaction predict the cusp peak very close to 
Ee = V vp2 for both targets (except for the CDW-EIS-PT calculations at the largest 
scattering angle). However, interestingly the CDW-EIS calculation (not accounting for the 
PT interaction) agrees rather well with the experimental data for the He target at 9p = 0.1 
mrad. Furthermore, at 9p = 0.5 mrad the cusp peak is shifted to smaller Ee compared to the 
CDW-EIS-PT calculation. This can be taken as a hint that the shift of the cusp peak is 
characteristic to the Vpe-Vte-Vpe interaction sequence. If this is indeed the case one would 
have to conclude that near the cusp energy PCI proceeds mostly through the Vpe-Vte-Vpe 
sequence and that the Vpe-Vpt-Vpe sequence is overestimated in the CDW-EIS-PT and 
3DW-EIS models. Indications for such an overestimation were also found in the FDCS 
for ionization of H2 [24] and in the DDCS for ionization of Ne and Ar [33].
The presence of a strong cusp peak even at large 9p for He, but not for H2, shows 
that the dependence of PCI effects on I  changes with scattering angle. At small 9p neither 
the electron angular distribution nor the electron energy dependence of the FDCS give any 
indication of an increasing role of PCI with increasing I , while at large 9p PCI is clearly 
much more important for He than it is for H2. In contrast, the CDW-EIS-PT and 3DW-EIS 
calculations yield strong cusp peaks for the H2 target even at 9p = 0.3 mrad and the 3DW- 
EIS calculation also at 9p = 0.5 mrad. Furthermore, both calculations exhibit large
differences to each other, especially at the largest 9p. Therefore, the energy dependence of
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the FDCS, too, illustrates the high sensitivity of the cross sections to the few-body 
dynamics.
The ratios between the FDCS for ionization of He and H2 plotted in Figure 5 show 
a significant increase at negative electron emission angles. This suggests that apart from 
the forward and binary peaks additional structures may be present in the FDCS. To 
investigate this possibility further, we present the FDCS in Figure 8 on a logarithmic scale 
for He at s = 62.5 eV (left panels) and for H2 at s = 50 eV (right panels). The scattering 
angle was fixed at 9p = 0.1 mrad (top panels) and 9p = 0.5 mrad (bottom panels). In order 
to reduce the statistical error bars, here the bin size in the electron angle was increased by 
a factor of two. Indeed, especially at 9p = 0.1 mrad, a shoulder on the small-angle wing of 
the forward peak is visible for both targets. In addition, maxima are found near 9e = 135o 
and, in the case of the He target for 9p = 0.1 mrad, a weak peak near 9e = 210o. The latter 
structure is not observed for larger 9p and for the H2 target at any 9p.
The location of the structure around 9e = 210o coincides quite well with the direction 
of - q  (9-q ~ 195o), where in a first-order treatment the recoil peak is expected. It is due to 
a direct hit between the projectile and the electron followed by a backscattering of the 
electron by its parent nucleus at 180o. Just like the binary peak, the recoil peak, too, is 
usually forward-shifted relative to - q  by PCI so that the location of the maximum in the 
data at 210o is consistent with the recoil peak. Furthermore, the absence of this structure 
for H2 and at large 9p is in accord with the expectation that the importance of the recoil 
peak (relative to the binary peak) decreases with increasing 9p and decreasing I.
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A structure at electron angles between 0 and -90o was also observed for ionization 
of He leading to s = 30 eV [19]. It was interpreted within a classical picture as a two-step 
process, involving the PT interaction, in which the projectile passes the target atom 
between the nucleus and the active electron [40]. The interaction of the projectile with the 
electron leads to a forward component of the longitudinal momentum transfer. The 
interaction with the nucleus, in contrast, only transfers momentum in the transverse 
direction (because the inelasticity in this interaction is practically zero). This interaction is 
on average stronger than the projectile-electron interaction so that the direction of the total 
transverse momentum transfer is opposite to the transverse electron momentum. This 
combination of a positive longitudinal and a negative transverse (relative to q) electron 
momentum leads to an angle between 0 and -90o. The electrons emitted in this region were 
labelled “swing by electrons” [40].
In contrast to the recoil peak and swing by electron “shoulder”, a structure 
analogous to the one found in the present data around 9e ~ 135o was never observed in 
previous FDCS measurements, which were all performed for electron energies well below 
the velocity matching regime. It seems plausible to attempt to understand the origin of this 
peak by comparing to theoretical models. However, the sensitivity of the FDCS to the 
details of the few-body dynamics, which is normally regarded as a benefit, could become 
a problem if it is too high and if the primary goal is to identify the mechanism leading to a 
specific feature in the data. In this case, it can be very difficult to identify any systematic 
trend in the agreement (or lack thereof) with the data depending on the theoretical 
description of certain physical effects. This is illustrated in the following comparison
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between the data and the CDW-EIS-PT and 3DW-EIS models in the region of the 
structures which are too small to be visible on a linear scale.
Overall, the agreement between experiment and theory outside the regions of the 
forward and binary peaks is not good. On the other hand, there is an element of qualitative 
agreement in so far as under certain kinematic conditions one or both theoretical models 
show the features seen in the data approximately in the same region. For example, at 9p = 
0.1 mrad the CDW-EIS-PT calculations shows a minimum at about 9e = 100o for both 
targets, which in the experimental data separates the binary peak (not resolved from the 
forward peak) from the structure around 135o Furthermore, in the 3DW-EIS calculations 
a maximum can be seen in the region of the swing by electrons, which is even in reasonably 
good quantitative agreement with the data at 9p = 0.5 mrad in the case of the H2 target. 
Furthermore, some structures are visible in the same calculation in the region of the 
maximum around 135o However, given the large overall discrepancies it is not clear how 
significant this qualitative agreement is. Furthermore, it is difficult to discern a systematic 
pattern under which condition a particular model reproduces the data better or worse than 
the others. For example, in the swing by electron region at 9p = 0.5 mrad the 3DW-EIS 
model reproduces the data for the H2 fairly well, while the CDW-EIS-PT model is in poor 
agreement. But for the He target the roles are reversed and the CDW-EIS-PT model 
reproduces the data much better than the 3DW-EIS model. At 9p = 0.1 mrad both models 
are in poor agreement with the data for both targets. Furthermore, it is difficult to evaluate 
the role of the PT interaction. Comparing the CDW-EIS, CDW-EIS-PT, and 3DW-EIS 
calculations to the data for the He target at 9p = 0.5 mrad, one might be tempted to conclude 
that the 1350 structure is caused by a mechanism involving the PT interaction because both
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models including this interaction are significantly closer to the experimental data. But at 
9p = 0.1 mrad for the same target, the CDW-EIS results are in much better agreement.
The discussion above suggests that identifying the mechanisms underlying the 
various structures in the FDCS requires having theoretical models which yield better 
overall agreement with the experimental data. Both approaches presented here are 
perturbative distorted wave methods, for which the range of validity is crudely given by 
the condition Qp/vp2 << 1 [41], which is marginally satisfied for the collision system studied 
here (Qp/vp2 = 0.33). A perhaps even bigger problem is that the capture channel is not 
included. This channel is expected to have a particularly large effect on FDCS for 
ionization in the velocity matching regime because of the energetic proximity of the final 
electron continuum state to the bound states in the projectile. In spite of these constraints 
the CDW-EIS-PT and 3DW-EIS models were quite successful in reproducing experimental 
data for electron energies well below the velocity matching regime [19,32]. The present 
data show the limitations of perturbative approaches and demonstrate that calculating 
FDCS for electrons in the cusp peak is one of the biggest remaining challenges in 
advancing our understanding of the few-body dynamics underlying ionization.
Non-perturbative approaches for ion impact are much more challenging to 
implement than for electron impact, because the much larger projectile mass means that a 
much larger number of angular momentum states have to be considered for the scattered 
projectiles. Nevertheless, in recent years such models were developed to describe 
ionization by ion impact [e.g. 30,42,43]. They use basis sets including projectile states so 
that the capture channel is accounted for. Two of these models [30,42] were used to 
calculate DDCS and one [30] to calculate FDCS for ionization of atomic hydrogen. There,
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the FDCS at the matching velocity look qualitatively quite similar to the present data for 
ionization of He. Furthermore, the DDCS are in good agreement with experimental data 
[27,44]. More recently, one model [42] was applied to calculate FDCS for ionization of 
He for electron energies well below the velocity matching regime [45]. Improved 
agreement with the experimental data, compared to perturbative approaches, was achieved. 
These are promising indicators that comparison of measured FDCS in the velocity 
matching regime to non-perturbative calculations will result in a major advancement in the 
understanding of the few-body dynamics underlying ionization
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured and calculated fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for 
ionization of helium by 75 keV proton impact for electrons ejected with a speed close to 
the projectile speed. Apart from the binary peak, occurring near the direction of the 
momentum transfer q, which usually dominates the FDCS for relatively small electron 
energies, we also observe a strong peak structure in the forward direction. This forward 
peak is a manifestation of a higher-order process, known as post-collision interaction (PCI), 
which involves two (or more) interactions between the projectile and the active electron 
and an additional interaction of the target nucleus with either the projectile or the electron.
The data were compared to those previously published for ionization of H 2. In the 
electron angle dependence of the FDCS for fixed projectile scattering angle and electron 
energy we did not find any signatures suggesting that PCI was more important for one 
target than for the other. However, in the electron energy dependence of the FDCS for an
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electron ejection angle fixed at 9e = 0 and projectile scattering angles fixed at large values, 
PCI leads to a much more pronounced cusp peak for He than it does for H2. This trend is 
not reproduced by theory.
While for small electron energies perturbative distorted wave approaches often 
yield satisfactory agreement with experimental data, major discrepancies are found in the 
present data taken in the velocity matching regime. Furthermore, two conceptually very 
similar versions of such distorted wave approaches differ significantly from each other. 
This confirms a very high sensitivity of the FDCS to the details of the underlying few-body 
dynamics in the velocity matching regime found earlier for ionization of H2. In fact, the 
level of sensitivity is so high that it actually turns into a detriment: the resulting 
discrepancies among different theories and with experimental data seem to lack any 
systematic pattern that could be used to track the physics underlying the observed features 
in the FDCS or which is missing (or not sufficiently accounted for) in theory.
A further complication for perturbative methods is presented by the sensitivity of 
FDCS to the projectile coherence properties [46,47]. Along with the other constraints 
discussed in this article this suggests that a time-dependent, non-perturbative calculation, 
using a large two-center basis set and describing the projectiles by a wave packet with a 
width reflecting the coherence length, would have a high potential for providing important 
insight into the understanding of the measured FDCS even in the velocity matching regime.
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ABSTRACT
We have measured fully momentum-analyzed recoiling target ions and scattered 
projectiles, produced in ionization of He and H2 by 75 keV proton impact, in coincidence. 
The momentum of the ejected electrons was deduced from momentum conservation. From 
the data we extracted fully differential ionization cross sections as a function of the polar 
electron emission angle (for fixed electron energies) and as a function of the electron 
energy (for fixed electron emission angles). Comparison between experiment and various 
distorted wave calculations confirms that under kinematic conditions where the post­
collision interaction plays an important role, the few-body dynamics underlying the 
ionization process are still poorly understood.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important goals of research in atomic physics is to advance our 
understanding of the few-body dynamics in simple systems (e.g., [1,2]). Theoretically, this 
is a problem, which cannot be solved analytically for more than two mutually interacting 
particles even if the underlying forces are precisely known. Therefore, sophisticated 
numer- ical methods need to be developed. The assumptions and approximations entering 
in these models need to be tested by detailed experimental data. The most sensitive tests of 
theory are offered by experiments, in which the complete kinematic information of every 
single particle in the system (kinemati- cally complete experiments) is obtained (for 
reviews see, e.g., [3-7]).
One process that has attracted particularly strong interest is ionization of simple 
atoms or molecules by charged particle impact. In the case of electron projectiles, the first 
kinematically complete experiment was performed already some 50 years ago [8]. Since 
then, a rich literature on mea- sured fully differential cross sections (FDCS) has emerged 
covering just about every kinematic configuration conceivable (e.g., [9-19]). Initially, 
ionization by electron impact was a particularly suitable test case to develop theoretical 
models. There, the collision system consists of two light particles (the projectile electron 
and the active target electron) and only one heavy particle (the residual target ion including 
the passive electrons), where the heavy particle is practically identical with the center of 
mass of the system. Under such circum- stances, the scattered projectiles can be accurately 
described in terms of just a few angular momentum states, which is a favorable condition 
for nonperturbative approaches. Indeed, numerous such methods have been developed over
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the last two decades and good agreement with measured FDCS for ionization of simple 
targets is routinely achieved (e.g., [2,19- 22]).
For ion impact, fully differential studies of ionization, both experimental and 
theoretical, are much more challenging. Experimentally, the difficulty is that the large 
projectile mass results in typical scattering angles of only a fraction of a mrad (for fast 
heavy ions a fraction of a ^rad). Furthermore, the projectile energy loss is usually only a 
tiny fraction of the initial energy, especially for fast heavy ions. As a result, kine- matically 
complete experiments on ionization by ion impact directly momentum analyzing the 
projectiles (along with the recoil ions) so far have only been performed for 75 keV proton 
impact (e.g., [7,23-27]). For heavier and faster ions FDCS were measured by momentum 
analyzing the recoil ions and the ejected electrons in coincidence and deducing the projec­
tile momentum transfer from the kinematic conservation laws (e.g., [1,7,28-35]).
Theoretically, the challenges to nonperturbative ap- proaches also stem from the 
much larger projectile masses in case of ion-impact compared to electron collisions. As 
a result, an enormous number of angular momentum states has to be considered to 
accurately describe the scattered projectiles. Nevertheless, several nonperturbative 
methods on ionization have been developed in recent years [36-39]. How- ever, 
comparison of FDCS calculated with these approaches with experimental data is still rather 
limited and the agreement is not as satisfactory as it is for electron impact [37,38]. Research 
on ion-atom collisions thus still has to rely to a large extent on perturbative models.
One major limitation with the recoil-electron coincidence technique is that fast 
ejected electrons cannot be measured with sufficiently large effective solid angle. Slow 
electrons can be confined to the solid angle subtended by the detector by a combination of
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the electric extraction field and a magnetic field. However, to accomplish this for fast 
electrons both fields would have to be so large that they would significantly compromise 
the momentum resolution for both the recoil-ions and the electrons. As a result, FDCS for 
ionization measured using the recoil-electron coincidence technique so far have only been 
obtained for electron speeds much smaller than the projectile speed.
Using the scattered projectile-recoil coincidence technique for moderate-energy 
light-ion impact, it was possible to cover a larger kinematic regime. In the first 
kinematically complete experiment performed with this method FDCS were obtained for 
an electron energy around 5 eV [23]. However, later, FDCS were measured for electron 
speeds close to the pro- jectile speed corresponding to an energy of 40.8 eV, known as the 
cusp energy (note that in projectile energy loss the cusp energy differs for different targets) 
[26,27]. For small electron energy the agreement between experiment and perturbative 
calculations was not very good, but qualitatively satisfactory (e.g., [23,24]). In contrast, 
near the cusp energy, major discrepancies between experiment and theory were found, 
especially at large scattering angles [26,27]. Moreover, two conceptually very similar 
perturbative models did not even qualitatively agree with each other. In this kinematic 
regime, the collision dynamics are believed to be dominated by a higher-order mechanism 
known as post-collision interaction (PCI). Apart from the primary interaction lifting the 
electron to the continuum, it involves a second projectile-electron in- teraction in the 
outgoing part of the collision, where they attract each other towards the initial projectile 
beam axis. The observations of [23,24,26,27] suggest that the kinematic regime around the 
cusp energy represents a severe limitation to perturbative methods in accurately describing 
the few-body dynamics. However, so far FDCS were only measured for a few electron
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energies very close to the cusp energy and for only one energy well below the cusp energy. 
In between, and at energies well above the cusp energy, fully differential data are lacking. 
Therefore, systematic conclusions regarding the limitations of perturbative approaches 
cannot be reached yet. In this article, we present measured and calculated FDCS for an 
extended kinematic regime, filling the gap between a very small ejected electron energy 
and the cusp energy region. The data confirm the severe difficulties of perturbative 
approaches accurately describing FDCS in the region where PCI is dominant. However, 
they also demonstrate that, even in regimes where PCI was not expected to be dominant, 
perturbative approaches do not always lead to accurate results either.
2. EXPERIM ENT
The experiment was performed at the medium-energy ion accelerator of the 
Missouri University of Science and Tech- nology (S&T). Protons were generated with a 
hot cathode ion source and extracted with an energy of 5 keV. They were then further 
accelerated to 75 keV by a high-voltage platform. Af- ter passing through a pair of 
collimating slits, the proton beam intersected with very cold target beams (He and H2) 
froma su- personic jet (T=1-2 K in the direction of expansion, a frac- tion of 1 K in the 
plane perpendicular to the expansion). The collimating slits had a width of 150 p.m and 
were placed at a distance of 50 cm from the target region. This slit geometry corresponds 
to a transverse coherence length of about 3.3 a.u. [40,41]. This is larger than the 
internuclear separation in H2 (1.4 a.u.) and larger than the impact parameter range mostly 
contributing to ionization. Therefore, the coherence requirement for observable
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interference is satisfied for molecular two-center as well as for single-center interference 
[42]. How- ever, it should be noted that a theoretical study demonstrated that even at this 
relatively large coherence length, the FDCS change very sensitively with the coherence 
length and the projectiles therefore cannot be regarded as fully coherent [43]. After the 
collision, the projectiles were charge-state an- alyzed by a switching magnet. The beam 
component that did not charge exchange was decelerated by 70 keV, energy analyzed by 
an electrostatic parallel-plate analyzer [44], and detected by a two-dimensional position 
sensitive multichannel plate (MCP) detector. The analyzer slits were oriented in the 
horizontal direction (x direction) and had a width of 75 y m ,  resulting in an energy resolution 
of 2.5 eV full width at half maximum (FWHM), and a length of about 2.5 cm. Since the 
direction of dispersion of the analyzer is in they  direction, the narrow-slit width means that 
only one energy loss (i.e., only one ejected electron energy) could be recorded at a time, 
i.e., for each energy loss a separate experiment was performed. From the energy, the 
longitudinal projectile momentum com- ponent was determined with a resolution of 0.03 
a.u. The x component was obtained from the position information with a resolution of 0.35 
a.u. Due to the narrow analyzer slits, the y  component was kept fixed at 0 within the 
resolution of about 0.1 a.u. FWHM.
The recoiling target ions were extracted with a weak elec- tric field of about 6 V/cm 
in the x direction, momentum analyzed by a COLTRIMS (cold target recoil-ion momentum 
spectroscopy) apparatus and detected by another position- sensitive MCP detector. The 
recoil-ion and projectile detectors were set in coincidence. From the time of flight of the 
re- coil ions from the collision to the detector, contained in the coincidence time, the x  
component of the recoil momentum was obtained with a resolution of 0.1 a.u. FWHM. The
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other two components were deduced from the recoil position in- formation. In the z  
direction, defined by the initial projectile beam direction, the resolution was 0.12 a.u. 
FWHM. In they  direction, the resolution (0.35 a.u. FWHM) is limited by the temperature 
of the target gas in the direction of the expansion. The electron momentum is determined 
through momentum conservation through the relation k = q-prec, where q is the momentum 
transfer from the projectile to the target and it is the negative of the momentum change 
vector of the projectile. FDCS were obtained for electrons ejected into the scattering plane 
spanned by q and the initial projectile momentum K i , which in our coordinate system is 
the xz plane. For fixed projectile scattering angle Op  the FDCS were analyzed as a function 
of projectile energy loss s  (or equivalently electronenergy Eel = £ - I, where I  is the target 
ionization potential) for fixed polar electron ejection angles Oel (measured relative to the 
projectile beam axis) and as a function of Oel for fixed s. They  component of the electron 
momentum is only needed to select the scattering plane; however, it does not enter in the 
determination of Oel. Therefore, the resolution in Oel is nearly unaffected by the resolution 
in the y  components of the measured momenta, which is worse than for the other two 
components.
In the case of the He target, FDCS were measured for en- ergy losses corresponding 
to Eel = £ - 1 = 15.4, 25.4, 32.4, and 35.4 eV, where I  is the ionization potential of the 
ground state of He, and analyzed together with previously published data for Eel 5.4, 37.9, 
40.9, 43.9, and 60.4 eV [27]. Here, Eel 40.7 eV corresponds to the cusp energy. For the H2 
target new data were obtained for Eel = 24.6 and 54.6 eV in addition to previously published 
data for Eel = 14.6, 34.6, 37.6, 41.6, and 44.6 eV [26]. The FDCS were put on an abso- lute 
scale by integrating them over the electron solid angle and normalizing for each energy
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loss to double differential cross sections in projectile solid angle and electron energy, which 
were measured previously for He [45] and H2 [46].
In the case of the He target, ionization plus excitation of the second electron could 
contribute to the data. The threshold for this process in e is 65.2 eV so that it cannot 
contribute to the data for e up to 62.5 eV (Eel 37.9 eV). Due to the proximity to the 
threshold, the cross section for ionization excitation at e 65.5 eV is entirely negligible 
compared to single ionization. For the larger energy losses (68.5 and 85 eV or Eel 43.9 and 
60.4 eV) the contributions from this process are only significant for Op much larger than 
0.5 mrad. In the angular range for which we present data here, these contributions do not 
exceed 5% relative to single ionization and become smaller with decreasing Op. In the case 
of the H2 target, ionization-excitation results in dissociation of the molecule and thus 
cannot contribute at all to true coincidences with the recoiling H2+ ions.
3. THEORY
Calculations were carried out for He and H 2 using CDW- EIS (continuum distorted- 
wave eikonal initial-state) and 3DW-EIS (three-body distorted-wave eikonal initial-state) 
theories as base models. First, we consider ionization of He using the CDW-EIS method. 
We treat helium single ionization as a single active electron process and assume that in the 
final state the ejected electron moves in the combined Coulomb field of both the incident 
ion and the residual target core. Partial screening of the active electron-target 
interactiondue to the “passive” bound helium electron is modeled by effective charges as 
considered within the usual prior CDW-EIS approach (see below for more details).
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In the center-of-mass (CM) frame, fully differential cross sections (FDCS) as a 
function of the energy and ejection angle of the electron, and direction of the outgoing 
projectile, can be written as
d3a
dEeidnei dHk N e ^ n jV k ^ T f i l2 5(Er -  Ei),Ki (1)
where N e  is the number of electrons in the atomic shell, ^  is the reduced mass of the 
projectile-target subsystem, K i (K f ) is the magnitude of the initial (final) projectile 
momentum, and E i (Ef ) is the total initial (final) energy of the system in the CM frame. 
The ejected electron’s energy is given by E el = k 1/ ! ,  where k is the magnitude of the electron 
momentum. The solid angles Q k  and Q e i  represent the direction of scattering of the 
projectile and the ionized electron, respectively. The projectile solid angle dQ K  = sin 
OK dOK d ^ K  can be expressed in terms of the transversal component magnitude of the 
momentum transfer q i via the relationship q i ~ K i sin 9k ~ K i 9k and K i ~ K f , fulfilled 
for heavy ions projectiles and small scattering angles. Finally, let us note that the projectile 
momentum transfer q  = (q l ,  q z ) = K i  -  K  where K i  (K f ) is the initial (final) momentum 
of the incoming particle. In our context q i  ■ u= 0, where u is a unit vector that defines the 
direction of the projectile velocity vector v  and q z  = e/v.
Let us note that when differential cross sections depend on the projectile scattering 
angle, for example, the interaction between the projectile and the residual target ion 
(dubbed PT interaction) may play an important role and is therefore considered in our 
theoretical analysis. On the other hand, when differential cross sections are functions only 
of the electron energy and/or angular coordinates, this interaction is not included since their 
influence in the transition amplitude is reduced to a complex phase factor that gives no
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contribution to the cross sections values (for details see, e.g., [47,48]). Invoking the eikonal 
approximation, the PT interaction can be included in the transition amplitude A i f  (p ) as a 
phase factor, which for a pure Coulomb PT interaction yield
Aif (p) = i(pv)2ivAri f  (p) (2)
with v  = Z p Z t  /v , Zp , and Z t  being the projectile and residual-target ion charges, 
respectively, and where p  defines the impact parameter (p  • v = 0). We consider the PT 
interaction as a pure Coulomb one between a projectile with charge Z p  and the “bare” target 
core charge, Z t  = 1. Other values for Z t  have been used, to partially account for the 
screening of the remaining bound electron. However, this choice has little influence on the 
calculated FDCS. A i f  (p) (A  i f  (p)) is the transition amplitude with (without) the PT 
interaction. Using a two-dimensional Fourier transform it is possible to find a relation 
between A i fp )  and T  (-) f i  (q±), i.e., the transition matrices as a function of the impact 
parameter p  or the transverse component of the momentum transfer q±. Consequently, the 
transition matrices with and without the PT interaction can be written as
Tfi’ k) (q±) = ±  / d p  eiq±.pA ’i f(p), (3)
i\;21V
Tfi (-) (q±) = —  /  dp p2lveiq±. ppA’i f(p), (4)
respectively. Applying the inverse Fourier transform in Eq. (3) and replacing Af (p) in Eq. 
(4), results in
Tfi ( ) (q± ) = —  /  dq /  Tfi ( ) (q± )/  dP p 2lVei(q±- q’±). ppA ’i f (p> (5)
The two-dimensional integral over the impact parameter can be done analytically 
to finally obtain [49,50]
Tfi (-) (q±) lv2iv (2n) iv /dqi  T’f, <-> (qi )  | q ± — qi r 2(1+lv)24n3 (6)
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The last multidimensional integral in Eq. (6) is evaluated numerically using 
quadratures. As is well known, the eikonal approximation is valid as long as (i) the 
projectile suffers very small deflections in the collision (the so-called straight line 
approximation) and (ii) the velocity of the recoil ion remains small compared to that of the 
emitted electron. In the present work we only consider scattering angles of up to 0.5 mrad 
so that condition (i) is fulfilled. Additionally, because of the large recoil-ion to electron 
mass ratio, condition (ii) is satisfied as well.
In the computation of the transition amplitude T  ( - ) f  i (q l ) ,  we use nonorthogonal 
Jacobi coordinates (rp , xt)  to describe the ionization process [51]. These coordinates 
represent the position of the active electron with respect to the incoming projectile (rP )  
and the target ion (xt), respectively. R t  is also considered, representing the position of the 
heavy projectile with respect to the center of mass (CM) of the electron-target subsystem. 
If we neglect terms of orders 1/M t  and 1/M p , where M t  and M p  are the masses of the target 
ion nucleus and incident heavy ion, respectively, we can write R t  ~ rT  -  rp . Within the 
prior CDW-EIS model, the transition amplitude can then be computed as
Tfi (-) (q l )  = <xfCDW I Wi I Xi"EIS >, (7)
where the initial (final) state distorted wave x+ i (x ~j)  is an approximation to the initial 
(final) state satisfying outgoingwave (+) (incoming-wave (-)) asymptotic conditions. For 
the initial state the asymptotic form of the Coulomb distortion, the so-called eikonal phase, 
is used in the electron-projectile interaction together with a semianalytical Rothan-Hartree- 
Fock description for the initial bound-state wave function [52]:
^ -EIS = (2n) 3/2exp (iKi ■ Rt) ^ rhf (xt) F+v (rp), (8)
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where £+v (rp) is
£+v (rp) = exp [ -i^p ln (vrp -  v ■ rp)], (9)
and ^ rhf (rT)
^ rhf (rT) = £  xkan-kNie-ZirT (10)
The normalization factors N i  and effective charges Z are obtained from Ref. [52].
The final-state wave function is cast into the form
Xf -CDW = (2 n )-3/2exp (iKf ■ Rt) xt -(rr) Cpe- (rp), (11)
where Cpe- (rp) represents the Coulomb distortion of the ejected electron wave function due 
to the projectile, i.e.,
Cpe- (rp) = N(vp) 1F 1 (-i vp, 1, ikprp- ikp.rp) (12)
vp  = Zp /k p  is the Sommerfeld parameter, kp  is the relative momentum of the electron- 
projectile subsystem, and N (v p ) the Coulomb factor, defined as
N (vp) = r  (1 -  ivp) exp(nvp/2) (13)
Additionally, the wave function of the ejected electron in the field of the target 
residual ion x ~ p  (r p) can be written as
XT -(rr) = (2 n )-3/2exp (iKr ■ rr) N(vt) 1F 1 (-i vt, 1, ikTrT- ikT.rr) (14)
Here, v p  = Zeff/kp , kp  and Zeff being the relative momentum and the effective charge of the 
electron-target subsystem, respectively, and N  (v p)  the Coulomb factor, defined now as
N (vt) = r  (1 -  Ivt) exp(nvr/2) (15)
We use a variational calculated Zeff = 1.6875 for the final ion state, to partially account the 
influence of the remaining passive electron [53]. Small variations in the FDCS can be
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observed for other values of Zeff. Finally, the perturbation potential W i in Eq. (7) is defined 
by
(Hi -Ei) Xi+ = Wi Xi+, (16)
where H i is the full electronic initial Hamiltonian, neglecting the total CM motion. 
Particularly, W i is composed of two differential operators [54], i.e.,
Wi = /  Vrp2 - Vrp. Vrx, (17)
The details on extending the CDW-EIS approach to the H2 molecule were reported 
in [55]. Here, we only summarize the main differences to the treatment of the He target. 
The molecular transition amplitude T  (- ) f  i (q±, R) can be written as
ITfi (-) (q±, R) I2 = 2{1+cos [Prec.R]} II2 ITfi eff (-) (q±) I2 (18)
where prec = q -  k and R  is the vector that identifies the relative position of the nuclei in 
the molecule.
In Eq. (18) T  eff(-) f  i (q±) is the CDW-EIS transition amplitude corresponding to 
effective atomic centers located at the position of each H atom. The pure ionization of the 
H2 molecule is modeled using an equilibrium distance R  = 1.4 a.u. and the initial electronic 
state in each center is given by a hydrogenic function with a variational charge Z  = 1.19 
and the corresponding normalization factor N i (R) = 0.5459. For the final electronic state, 
continuum wave functions centered on each target nucleus are used with an effective 
charge Zeff = T ( 2 s) , being Si = 0.566 a.u. being the H2 binding energy.
An average over all the molecular orientations should be performed in Eq. (18) for 
the case of randomly oriented molecules. Consequently, we obtain the molecular transition 
amplitude T  (- ) fi (q±, R) as
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ITfi (-) (q l ,  R) I2 = 2 { 1 + ^ }  ITfi eff (-) (q l )  I2 (19)
X
where T  eff (-) f i  (q l )  is the same atomic transition amplitude as in the case of oriented 
molecules and x  = PrecR. The H2 FDCS can then be computed by inserting the molecular 
transition amplitude T  (-) f i  (q l ,  R) [Eq (19)] in Eq. (1). The PT interaction is included in 
the same way as in the case of the He atom. In both the He atom and H2 molecule cases, 
when comparing with the experimental data, we use CDW-EIS-PT (CDW-EIS) to label the 
calculations with (without) the PT interaction included.
The 3DW-EIS is a fully quantum mechanical model which is described in Refs. 
[56,57], and here we provide only a short overview to show the similarities and differences 
with the CDW-EIS. Using the two-potential formulation, Foster e t al. [56] showed that an 
exact transition matrix Tfi for Eq. (1) can be written as
Tfi = <xf - I Vi I Pi > + <xf- I Wif I Vi+- Pi > (20)
where x - f  is an approximate final-state wave function, W+f is the final-state perturbation, 
y+i is the exact initial-state wave function that must be approximated, and Pi is the 
asymptotic initial-state wave function, defined by
Pi = Opw+(Ki, Rt) yt(rr), (21)
where ^+pw (Ki, Rt ) is a plane wave for the incident proton and y t  (rT) is the bound-state 
wave function for the target. For helium, this wave function is approximated as an 
analytical fit to the Hartree-Fock (HF) ground state wave function of helium [58] and, for 
the H2 molecule, as the Dyson molecular orbital for the active electron y t  (rT ) = 
[59,60]. The final-state wave function x - f  is cast into the form
Xf -  Opw-(Kf, Rt) Cpt (Rt) ®dw -(k, rr) Cpe (rp) (22)
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Here the factor ^-pw(K/  ,Rt  )C -P t  (R t  ) is a Coulomb wave for the scattered proton in the 
field of the target ion which is composed of a plane wave times the Coulomb distortion 
factor C -P t  (Rt  ) for a target charge o f +1, ^-Dw(k, r T  ) is a distorted wave for the ejected 
electron in the field of the target, and C-Pe(rp ) is the Coulomb distortion factor for the 
interaction between the ejected electron and the proton. Compared to the final-state wave 
function for the CDW-EIS of Eq. (11), it is seen that the CDW-EIS approximates the final- 
state projectile wave function as a plane wave while the 3DW-EIS approximates this wave 
function as a Coulomb wave; the ejected electron wave function in the CDW is a Coulomb 
wave for an effective charge while it is a distorted wave in the 3DW; and the final-state 
ejected-electron-proton interaction is the same in both cases (with the exception of some 
approximations made in the CDW approach which should be valid for this case).
The exact scattering wave function y+t in the entrance channel can be approximated 
by the eikonal initial state (EIS) introduced by Crothers and McCann [61], which is 
composed of the asymptotic initial-state wave function fit times the eikonal phase which 
approximates the long range Coulomb initial-state interaction between the projectile and 
the target. We thus can write
V  = Pi £v+(rp, Rt), (23)
where £v+ (rp, Rt) is
£v+(rp , Rt) = exp[ i— ln(—v \ w p- v rv ) A (24)
Comparing Eq. (23) with Eq. (8), it is seen that the CDW-EIS contains the 
asymptotic form of the proton-electron interaction only while the 3DW-EIS has this 
interaction plus the asymptotic form of the projectile-nucleus interaction as well. Different
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approximations are made for the initial bound state wave function as well, but this is 
probably not important.
In summary, the primary differences between the CDWEIS and 3DW-EIS are (1) 
for the initial state, the CDW contains the asymptotic form of the initial state interaction 
between the projectile and target active electron while the 3DW has this interaction plus 
the asymptotic interaction with the target ion; (2) for the final state, the CDW approximates 
the final-state projectile wave function as a plane wave while the 3DW approximates this 
wave function as a Coulomb wave; and (3) for the final state, the ejected electron wave 
function in the CDWis a Coulomb wave while it is a distorted wave in the 3DW. From a 
numerical viewpoint, the biggest difference between the two calculations is the way in 
which the T  matrix is evaluated. The CDW-EIS makes a straight-line approximation for 
the projectile which allows the integrals over the projectile coordinates to be evaluated 
analytically. The 3DW-EIS is a fully quantum mechanical calculation that makes no 
additional approximations, which means that a full six-dimensional (6D) integral over all 
projectile and electron coordinates must be performed for each fully differential cross 
section calculation.With the straight-line approximation made in the CDW-EIS, the PT 
interaction becomes an overall phase factor which can be factored out of the scattering 
amplitude, while in the 3DW-EIS this interaction is embedded in the 6D T  -matrix integral 
and does not factor out of the integral.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amet venenatis urna cursus eget nunc. In the Oel dependence of the FDCS in the 
velocity-matching region, which we published previously, we observed a double peak 
structure for large Op [27]. The second peak, at larger Eel, known as the binary peak, occurs 
close to the direction of q. Qualitatively, it can be viewed as a manifestation of first- order 
contributions, although, especially at small projectile velocities, higher-order contributions 
need to be considered for an accurate quantitative description. The first peak located near 
Oel = 0°, to which we refer as the forward peak, is a manifestation of PCI and it is dominated 
by higher-order contributions. At small Op, q moves closer to Oel 0° and the FDCS are 
dominated by the forward peak. As a result, only a single peak near Oel 0° was observed. 
Since PCI is believed to maximize at the velocity matching, it was expected that the 
forward peak would be most pronounced at the cusp energy (Eel 40.8 eV). Instead, for the 
He target it was found to keep increasing going from Eel 40.9 to 37.9 eV (while for the H2 
target it maximized exactly at the cusp energy). However, it was not clear at which electron 
energy the forward peak max- imizes because at that time no data were available between 
Eel 5.4 and 37.9 eV. We therefore start our analysis of the new data by discussing the Oel 
dependence of the FDCS for Eel= 35.4 eV .
These data are plotted in Figure 1 for the He target as a function of Oel for fixed Op 
of (from top to bottom) 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 mrad. Qualitatively, the data look very similar 
to those for Eel = 37.9 eV. Here, too, at large Op partly resolved forward and binary peaks 
are visible and at the smallest Op the FDCS are dominated by the forward peak. Another 
similarity is that the ratio between the FDCS at Oel = 0 ◦ and in the direction of q minimizes
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somewhere between 6p = 0.2 and 0.3 mrad, suggesting that the relative importance of PCI 
minimizes in this angular range. These 6p  correspond to a magnitude of q of about 1.4 to 
1.6 a.u. A similar effect was observed earlier in the FDCS for ionization of He by fast 
heavy ion impact: there, a shift of the binary peak in the forward direction relative to q, 
caused by PCI, also minimized at similar q  [32]. In contrast, for E el = 15.4 eV the FDCS, 
shown for the same 6p  in Figure 2, exhibit a rather different dependence on Oel; here, the 
forward peak is completely absent, as expected, and the data maximize, except for 6p  = 0.5 
mrad, near the direction of q.
The comparison of the FDCS for Eel = 15.4, 35.4, and 37.9 eV demonstrates that 
PCI is much less prominent well below the velocity matching and that it plays a similarly 
important role for Eel = 35.4 and 37.9 eV. However, it does not provide quantitative 
information as to where exactly the FDCS for 6el = 0° maximize. To address this question, 
in Figure 3 we plot the FDCS for 6el fixed at 0 ° as a function of Eel for fixed 6p  as indicated 
by the insets. In all cases, a very sharp peak structure, with a width of about 5 eV FWHM, 
is observed at around Eel = 38 eV, i.e., it is shifted relative to the cusp energy by about 2 to 
3 eV. A second, smaller and broader, maximum appears to be present near Eel = 15 eV. 
Although this is manifested by only one data point, it is nevertheless significant as it occurs 
systematically for all Op , except for 0.5 mrad, where no data are available for Eel < 15 eV.
The blue curves in Figures 1-3 represent the continuum distorted-wave eikonal 
initial-state (CDW-EIS) calculations with (CDW-EIS-PT, solid curves) and without the PT 
interaction (CDW-EIS, dashed curves). The red curves show the three-body distorted-wave 
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Figure 1. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected from He into the scattering 
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but the electron energy is fixed at 15.4 eV
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Figure 3. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected from He in the forward 
direction (9el = 0°) as a function of the electron energy
emphasize that the 3DW-EIS and CDW-EIS-PT models are conceptually very similar and 
should essentially catch the same physics of the collision process.
The comparison between experiment and theory for the 6el dependence of the FDCS 
at Eel = 35.4 eV is quite similar to what we reported previously for other electron energies 
in the velocity-matching regime: for the smallest Op all calculations reproduce the shape of 
the Oel dependence very well. Only in magnitude are there some discrepancies in the CDW- 
EIS results and to a lesser extent in the 3DW-EIS results. However, with increasing Op the 
disagreement with the experimental data grows larger and the various theoretical models 
increasingly differ from each other. Surprisingly, the CDW-EIS calculation, which 
conceptually is the “least complete” model, yields by far the best agreement with the 
measured FDCS for Op = 0.5 mrad. For Eel = 15.4 eV, on the other hand, in the shape of
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the 0el dependence of the FDCS the agreement between theory and experiment is 
satisfactory up to 6p  = 0.3 mrad. Furthermore, for these 6p  the 3DW-EIS model even 
reproduces the magnitude of the measured FDCS within less than 20%. In contrast, the 
agreement of all calculations with the data at 6p  = 0.5 mrad is rather poor. Here again, the 
CDW-EIS model gives overall significantly better results than the calculations including 
the PT interaction. This comparison between theory and experiment near the matching 
velocity (Eel = 35.4 eV) and well below the matching velocity (Eel = 15.4 eV) reinforces 
our earlier conclusion that kinematic regions, for which PCI is very strong, are outside the 
regime of validity of distorted-wave approaches.
In the energy dependence of the FDCS for 6el fixed at 0°, shown in Figure 3, the 
agreement between experiment and theory is mixed. All calculations reproduce a very 
sharp cusp peak in the velocity-matching regime. However, both calculations including the 
PT interaction do not reproduce the shift of the centroid of 2 to 3 eV to smaller energies 
seen in the data. On the other hand, the CDW-EIS model reproduces the cusp peak in the 
experimental data at 6p  = 0.1 mrad almost perfectly. At 6p  = 0.5 mrad, the cusp peak in 
this calculation is also shifted, but only by 1 eV. At the other two scattering angles the 
CDW-EIS results exhibit a similar shape and location of the cusp peak as the calculations 
including the PT interaction. At present, we cannot offer any explanation for this shift 
observed in the data and in the CDW-EIS calculations.
The smaller peak structure seen in the experimental data at about 15 eV is 
qualitatively reproduced by the CDW-EIS and the 3DW-EIS calculations. However, the 
former model underestimates its height (relative to the cusp peak) and the latter 
overestimates it for 6p  = 0.1 mrad, while these trends are reversed for 6p  = 0.2 mrad.
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Interestingly, in the CDWEIS approach this maximum is completely removed by the 
inclusion of the PT interaction. An additional structure is seen in the CDW-EIS-PT 
calculation at about E el = 30 eV at all 6p, except for 0.1 mrad, which is present neither in 
the experimental data nor in the other two calculations.
It should be noted that fixing Oel at 0° in the energy dependence of the FDCS is 
about as selective on a strong role of PCI as fixing Eel near the cusp energy in the angular 
dependence of the FDCS. Indeed, in the energy dependence for Oel = 0° the discrepancies 
between theory and experiment are similarly severe as in the angular dependence of the 
FDCS, especially at large Op. In addition, conceptually very similar theoretical models 
yield qualitatively different results. Once again, these observations reinforce our earlier 
conclusion [27] that kinematic regimes for which PCI plays an important role are 
particularly challenging to distorted wave approaches. One might expect the agreement 
between experiment and theory to be significantly improved in the energy dependence of 
the FDCS for Oel fixed at a value closer to the direction of q. This is closer to the region of 
the binary peak and one might expect PCI effects to be rather insignificant.
In Figure 4, such data are shown for Oel = 30° for the same Op as in Figure 3. For 
Op = 0.1 and 0.2 mrad, indeed the cusp peak has nearly completely disappeared, signifying 
a strongly reduced role of PCI. Furthermore, the agreement between theory and experiment 
at Op = 0.1 mrad is significantly improved compared to Oel = 0 ° and the various calculations 
do not differ as much from each other, at least up to the cusp peak region. However, for Op 
> 0.2 mrad, an increasingly pronounced cusp peak emerges, which shows that there the 
FDCS are substantially affected by PCI. At first glance, this may look like a surprising 
observation because in double differential energy spectra (i.e., FDCS integrated over all
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projectile solid angles) the cusp peak tends to disappear rapidly for Oel larger than just a 
few degrees (e.g., [62-64]). However, it should be noted that the presence of a cusp peak 
at large 6p in the data of Figure 4 is not in conflict with the double differential electron 
spectra. The integral of the FDCS over the projectile solid angle is dominated by Op smaller 
than 0.2 mrad so that the cusp peak observed at larger Op is not visible in the double 
differential cross sections (DDCS). On the other hand, even if the DDCS are further 
integrated over all electron solid angles, a weak “shoulder structure” near the cusp energy, 
of similar shape to that seen in Figure 4 for Op = 0.1 and 0.2 mrad, is found in the resulting 
single differential energy-loss spectrum (see also [65]). Furthermore, strong PCI effects for 
Oel significantly larger than 0° are also routinely observed for fast highly charged ion 
impact, where they manifest themselves by a forward shift of the binary peak relative to q 
(see, e.g., [28,29,32]).
The experimental data of Figure 4 are to some extent qualitatively reproduced by 
theory insofar as in some cases the calculations also exhibit a cusp peak. Furthermore, the 
3DWEIS model correctly predicts that the cusp peak becomes increasingly pronounced 
with increasing Op. However, the height of the cusp peak is systematically underestimated. 
In contrast, the CDW-EIS-PT model only shows a clear cusp peak at Op = 0.5 mrad and 
generally tends to be in worse agreement with the data than the 3DW-EIS results. 
Furthermore, the inclusion of the PT interaction in this model does not lead to a systematic 
improvement in the agreement with the data. In fact, the shape of the cusp peak at Op = 0.5 
mrad is better reproduced by the CDW-EIS model.
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Figure 4. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected from He into the scattering 
plane at a fixed ejection angle of 6el = 30° as a function of the electron energy
Furthermore, this latter calculation shows a rather pronounced cusp peak at 6p  = 
0.1 mrad, while in the CDW-EISPT results a small minimum is seen near the cusp energy. 
Two different interaction sequences (in a classical description) have been identified as 
mostly contributing to PCI [26,27,66,67]. Both start with the primary projectile-electron 
interaction, lifting the electron to the continuum, and both end with a second projectile- 
electron interaction, leading to both particles attracting each other towards the projectile 
beam axis. In between, either the electron (Vep-Fet-Fep sequence) or the projectile (Vep- 
Vpt-Vep sequence) is redirected by an interaction with the residual-target ion. The 
pronounced cusp peak in the CDW-EIS calculation at 6p  = 0.1 mrad shows that the Vep- 
Vet-Vep sequence plays an important role in PCI at small 6p. However, the fact that the
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inclusion of the PT interaction in this model results in a minimum strongly suggests that 
the other sequence is very important as well. The minimum can probably only be explained 
by destructive interference (e.g., between both sequences). The absence of a minimum in 
the experimental data suggests that the V ep-V pt-V ep  sequence is overestimated in the 
CDW-EIS-PT approach. Better agreement with the data in the cusp region is achieved with 
the 3DW-EIS model.
The behavior of the CDW-EIS calculations, with or without PT interaction, is 
somewhat erratic. For example, going from 6p  = 0.3 to 0.5 mrad the energy dependence of 
the FDCS in the cusp region rapidly changes from a smooth decline (CDWEIS) or a step 
(CDW-EIS-PT) to a pronounced peak structure. This is consistent with the presence of 
strong interference effects, which tend to be quite sensitive to kinematic parameters, such 
as the scattering angle, determining the phase angle. It is also consistent with the sensitivity 
of the FDCS to the projectile coherence length found in theoretical calculations [43].
The important observations in the measured FDCS for ionization of He and in the 
comparison with theory can be summarized as follows: first, there are large discrepancies 
between experiment and theory and large differences between conceptually very similar 
models under kinematic conditions where PCI plays an important role. Second, the 
inclusion of the PT interaction does not lead to significant overall improved agreement 
with the measured data. In fact, for several kinematic settings the best agreement is 
achieved with the model not including the PT interaction. Third, PCI can be rather strong 
at relatively large electron ejection angles. Finally, in some cases the theoretical 
calculations exhibit a somewhat erratic behavior, which we take as an indication for strong
interference effects.
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Figure 5. Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected from H2 into the 
scattering plane for a fixed projectile scattering angle of 0.325 mrad and for electron 
energies as indicated, as a function of electron ejection angle
In Figure 5 we compare the angular dependence of the FDCS for ionization of H2 
for an electron energy below the velocity match (top panel, E el = 14.6 eV or ve l/vp  = 0.77), 
nearly at the velocity match (center panel, Eel = 41.6 eV or vel/vp = 1.01), and above the 
velocity match (bottom panel, Eel = 54.6 eV or vel/vp = 1.16). In all cases, 6p  is fixed at 
0.325 mrad. The curves represent the same calculations as in Figs. 1-4. Like for the He 
target, here too, the discrepancies between experiment and theory and between the 
theoretical models are particularly large at the cusp energy. However, one important 
difference is that for H2 even well outside the velocity-matching regime the discrepancies 
between the CDW-EIS-PT calculations and the experimental data are quite severe. The
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3DW-EIS approach yields significantly better agreement in this kinematic region, but it is 
nevertheless somewhat worse than for He.
Figure 6. Calculated fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected from atomic H 
into the scattering plane for projectile scattering angle of 0.325mrad and electron energy 
of 54.6 eV as a function of electron ejection angle
One important difference between H2 and He is the presence of molecular two- 
center interference for the former target [68]. The description of this interference probably 
represents the largest difference between the CDW-EIS-PT and 3DW-EIS models. In the 
former, it is accounted for in an a d  h o c  manner by multiplying the FDCS for ionization of 
atomic H with a model interference factor of the form f = 1 + sin (precR )/(precR ), where 
prec is the recoil-ion momentum and R  is the internuclear distance of the molecule at 





Figure 7. Same as Figure 3, but for electron ejection from H2
is included from first principles in the transition amplitude. In the case of electron impact 
the interference pattern calculated with the 3DW-EIS model was found to be phase shifted 
by n  relative to the model interference term [69]. This could explain the large differences 
between the 3DW-EIS and CDW-EIS-PT calculations even well outside the velocity­
matching regime. Indeed, for ionization of atomic hydrogen, which is not afflicted with 
molecular two-center interference, both calculations, shown for E el = 54.6 eV and 6p  = 
0.325 mrad in Figure 6, give similar results.
In Figure 7, the ejected-electron-energy dependence of the FDCS for H2 is shown 
for 6el = 0° and for the scattering angles as indicated in the insets. As for the He target, 
here too a sharp cusp peak is found for 6p  = 0.1 and 0.2 mrad. However, in contrast to He, 
the cusp peak is not shifted relative to the energy corresponding to the velocity match.
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Previously published data only covered electron energies close to the cusp energy and 14.6 
eV [27]. For these energies the FDCS seemed to exhibit a rather flat behavior for 6p  = 
0.325 and 0.55 mrad. With the new data points there actually appears to be a maximum for 
the two larger 6p  as well, although it is significantly broader than at small 6p.
Regarding the comparison between theory and experiment, an important advantage 
of analyzing the energy dependence of the FDCS is that the molecular two-center 
interference term hardly varies at all over the energy range plotted in Figure 7. Therefore, 
if  the differences between the CDW-EIS-PT and 3DW-EIS calculations of the angular 
dependence were mostly due to the different treatment of this interference then both models 
should yield results that are more similar in the energy dependence. Indeed, for 6p  = 0.325 
mrad, for which the angular dependence of the FDCS is plotted in Figure 5, both 
calculations are much closer to each other in shape, although there are large differences in 
magnitude. In contrast, large and qualitative differences are visible at 6p  = 0.55 mrad, 
illustrating that, in spite of their conceptual similarity, both models significantly depart 
from each other in the description of the fewbody dynamics beyond molecular two-center 
interference.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We extended previous measurements of fully differential cross sections on 
ionization of He and H2 by 75 keV proton impact in the region of the ejected electron- 
projectile velocity matching to a broad energy range covering electronto-projectile speed 
ratios from 0.36 to 1.22. The data were compared to various conceptually similar distorted-
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wave calculations, with and without inclusion of the interaction between projectile and 
residual target ion (PT interaction). For the He target, qualitatively good agreement 
between experiment and theory is found for relatively small projectile scattering angles 
and ejected electron energies well outside the velocity-matching regime. However, with 
increasing scattering angle and approaching the velocity matching, increasing 
discrepancies between experiment and theory are observed. At the same time, the various 
calculations increasingly depart from each other. Especially at the largest scattering angle 
(0.5 mrad) the experimental data and the various calculations do not even resemble each 
other qualitatively. Another important observation is that the overall agreement between 
experiment and theory is not improved with the inclusion of the PT interaction. In fact, in 
some cases significantly better agreement is obtained using the calculation without the PT 
interaction.
Higher-order mechanisms including the post-collision interaction (PCI) are known 
to be particularly important near the velocity-matching regime. Therefore, the severe 
discrepancies between the data and the various calculations in this region demonstrate that 
kinematic conditions for which PCI is strong fall outside the regime of validity of 
distortedwave models. The observation that the inclusion of the PT interaction does not 
lead to overall improved agreement suggests that higher-order mechanisms leading to PCI 
which include this interaction represent a particularly large challenge to theory. However, 
this does not necessarily mean that such mechanisms are generally underestimated. 
Features characteristic of PCI could also be suppressed through destructive interference
even if the role of the PT interaction is overestimated.
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In the case of the H2 target discrepancies between experiment and theory and 
differences between the calculations are already quite significant well outside the velocity­
matching regime and at small scattering angles. Here, in addition to the difficulties in 
accurately describing the few-body dynamics under kinematic conditions were PCI is 
strong, another challenge is represented by molecular two-center interference. The 
description of this interference represents the largest difference between the CDW-EIS and 
3DW-EIS approaches. For electron impact, it was shown already that this difference can 
result in a phase shift in the interference pattern calculated with both methods. It would 
thus not be surprising if for proton impact the FDCS calculated with the same approaches 
were also afflicted by large differences in the two-center interference term.
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SECTION
2. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
2.1. CONCLUSIONS
A vast literature can be found on both experimental and theoretical studies on the 
few-body dynamics in ionization of simple targets by a charged-particle impact [6, 7]. In 
recent years, good agreement between experiment and theory has been routinely observed 
in the case of electron impact [34, 35]. However, for ionization by ion impact, fully 
differential studies were much more challenging, both experimentally and theoretically. 
From a theoretical point of view, one major problem is that due to the large projectile mass 
an enormous number of angular momentum states of the scattered projectile have to be 
considered. From an experimental point of view, it is extremely difficult to measure the 
scattering angle and the energy loss with sufficient resolution. As a result, until recently 
fully differential data were only available for relatively small electron energies. More 
specifically, such data were lacking in a kinematic regime, where the electrons are ejected 
with speeds close to that of the projectiles. In this regime, the relative speed between the 
electron and the projectile is small; therefore, they interact with each other for a long time. 
As a result, multiple interactions can happen with considerable probability, i.e. higher- 
order contributions are quite significant in this region. In this dissertation, a systematic 
fully differential study of higher-order contributions in ionization of simple targets by ion 
impact was performed for a broad spectrum of ejected electron energies below, close to,
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and above the projectile-electron velocity matching region with two different targets He 
and H2.
For all the data collected, FDCS were analyzed for electrons ejected into the 
scattering plane and different fixed projectile scattering angles as a function of electron 
ejection angle that were measured relative to the initial projectile beam direction (for fixed 
electron energy) and as a function of the ejected electron energy (for fixed electron ejection 
angle). For the first-order processes, momentum conservation demands that electrons must 
be ejected near the direction of the momentum transfer (q). In the electron ejection angle 
dependence of FDCS, a peak structure was observed close to q, which is called the binary 
peak, and which is often associated with a first-order process. However, this peak was 
shifted towards Oei = 0° (away from q), for electron energies approaching the velocity- 
match, suggesting that the binary peak cannot be explained as a pure first-order process. In 
addition to the binary peak, another structure was observed close to zero degrees. We refer 
to this peak as the forward peak. As the PCI has the property to focus the electrons toward 
the original beam direction, the forward peak and the shifting of the binary peak towards 
zero degrees are both signatures of PCI. The forward peak became stronger relative to the 
binary peak with a decreasing projectile scattering angle (Op). As a result, for smaller Op, a 
single-peaked structure was observed in the velocity-matching region, where the binary 
peak was weak compared to the forward peak. However, well outside the velocity­
matching region, the binary peak always dominated the forward peak [16-18].
In addition to the forward peak and the shifting of the binary peak in the electron 
ejection angle dependence, another signature of PCI was observed in the ejected electron 
energy dependence of FDCS. For collisions in which electrons were ejected in the direction
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of the projectile beam (and for some data for an electron emission angle of 30° in the 
scattering plane), FDCS were analyzed as a function of electron energy for different fixed 
projectile scattering angles. For all projectile scattering angles, a strong peak (called cusp 
peak) close to the velocity-matching region was observed. When the particles have similar 
velocities, the projectile (proton) and the electron attract each other more effectively and 
tend to travel alongside each other with equal speeds. Therefore, the cusp peak is another 
prominent signature of PCI [16-18].
Moreover, the average projectile scattering angles were analyzed as a function of 
the projectile to ejected electron speed ratio. A sharp minimum was observed in the 
velocity-matching region (speed ratio close to 1). In a recent study, such behavior was also 
observed in the DDCS of heavier targets as well [19]. Hence, PCI not only has the property 
to focus the ejected electrons but also the scattered projectiles towards the original beam 
direction.
To look for a possible target dependence of PCI, data were taken with two different 
targets (atomic He and molecular H2) with significantly different ionization potentials. 
Comparative studies of FDCS with these targets were made. Only a surprisingly weak 
target dependence of the PCI was observed at a fully differential level [18]. However, in a 
DDCS study for heavier targets, significant target dependence of PCI was observed [19].
The experimental data were compared to the results of two different perturbative 
calculations. Both models are based on different versions of distorted wave 
approximations. Therefore, they should carry essentially the same physics. Quite 
significant discrepancies not only between experiment and theory but also within these 
conceptually very similar theories were observed for vel ~ vp. These discrepancies
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increased with increasing scattering angle and approaching the velocity matching. At the 
largest scattering angle (0.55 mrad), they do not resemble each other qualitatively. 
However, from the results of previous data from our group, at smaller projectile energy 
loss, 30eV [36], these theories were in much better agreement with each other, and the 
discrepancy with the experiment was also much smaller for all scattering angles [16-18]. 
This showed that in the velocity matching region, especially with larger projectile 
scattering angles, the FDCS are very sensitive to the details of the underlying few-body 
dynamics.
Several factors may contribute to these discrepancies. One possible cause is that the 
description of the projectile-target (PT) interaction may not be accurate in theory. The 3C 
wavefunction is a product of three two-body Coulomb interactions representing each pair 
of particles. This model is only accurate if at least one particle is far from the other two. 
For the PE-PT-PE sequence to happen all three particles must be close to each other. The 
projectile must be close to the electron, so it can transfer enough energy to be lifted to the 
continuum. At the same time, the projectile must be close to the target, so it can transfer a 
significant amount of momentum to the target nucleus. This is necessary because the 
direction of the electron momentum is far from q  i.e. momentum cannot be conserved 
without the involvement of the recoil-ion. Hence, all three particles the electron, the 
projectile, and the target ion must be close to each other. On the other hand, distorted wave 
methods are remarkably successful in describing double differential ejected electron 
spectra, which are not sensitive to the PT interaction. This suggests that the inaccuracies in 
the 3C wave functions caused by the proximity of all three particles mostly affect the 
description of the PT interaction. In a recent calculation of DDCS for ionization of atomic
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hydrogen, correlations between particle pairs were accounted for by summing over several 
3C wave functions [27]. This significantly improved the agreement with experimental data.
Another possible cause is that perturbation theories effectively represent two state 
approximations with a well-defined initial state and final state. The final state in the 
calculation is designed to account for the state observed in the experiment. Other target 
states or bound projectile states contribute only in so far as the final state is not necessarily 
orthogonal to these states. Nevertheless, other processes like e.g. capture are not fully and 
not in a controlled manner accounted for. As a result, because of unitarity, these processes 
are erroneously counted as ionization in the transition amplitude. The third possible reason 
relates to possible coherence effects of the projectile beam, which is something not 
discussed in detail in this dissertation. It has been observed in several studies that due to 
the intrinsic momentum spread, projectiles have some finite coherence length [36, 40, 41]. 
However, projectiles are treated as fully coherent waves in these theories.
This discussion leads to the question, what type of theory is needed? Experimental 
results indicated that perturbative models do not work well for the projectile-electron 
velocity-matching region. In this region, the relative velocity between the ejected electron 
and the projectile is very small. As a result, they interact with each other for a long time 
and the projectile can thus not be regarded as a small perturbation to the target Hamiltonian. 
Therefore, we need to look for non-perturbative approaches. The next point is that instead 
of taking the continuum eigenstate of the target only in the final state, theory should include 
a large two-center basis set including projectile bound states to account for the capture 
channel. It is also very crucial that the projectile beam is described by a wave packet with 
a width reflecting the coherence length.
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Non-perturbative models with two-center basis sets for ion impact have been 
developed recently independently by different groups, for example, Kadyrov et al., Walters 
et al., and Pindzola et al. First results for the velocity matching regime on the FDCS for H2 
and He can be expected soon. However, because of the larger projectile mass, a very large 
number of angular momentum states are required to completely describe the reaction. This 
makes it hard to treat the coherence property of the projectile accurately. Therefore, 
incorporating wave packets in such models is challenging.
In conclusion, experimental data provided a sensitive test to different theoretical 
models in one of the important and unexplored regimes of ionization. This will help to 
determine the most appropriate approaches to account for the higher-order contributions. 
The data indicated the limitation of perturbative models and the need for non-perturbative 
approaches, at least, in the velocity matching region of the ionization of simple targets by 
ion impact. Nevertheless, it may be challenging to include a larger projectile mass, non­
perturbative approaches could describe this region well.
2.2. OUTLOOK
One aspect of FDCS in the velocity matching regime, which should be addressed 
in future studies, relates to the electron angular dependence for large projectile scattering 
angles and near the velocity matching. An example is shown in Figure 2.1 for ionization 
of H2 for a projectile energy loss of 60eV and a scattering angle of 9p = 0.55mrad [16]. 
Here, a pronounced double-peak structure is observed. For electron energies far from the 
velocity-matching, the binary peak is a signature of a first-order process, while the forward 
peak is a signature of PCI. In a pure first-order process, the binary peak should be in the
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direction of the momentum transfer. The forward shift of the binary peak in the velocity 
matching regime shows that it is not purely a first-order process, but PCI plays an important 
role too. Why is a shift of approximately 55° (forward peak) and about 15° (binary peak) 
much more likely than a shift of about 25° (minimum, 9el ~ 30°)?
Figure. 2.1. FDCS as a function of electron ejection angle for H2 target with 60eV 
projectile energy loss and 0.55 mrad scattering angle
This cannot be explained in a classical picture. In the light of quantum mechanics, 
this minimum could be due to destructive interference. However, interference is only 
observable for a coherent beam. Therefore, it is important to repeat the experiment with an 
incoherent beam. If this interpretation is correct, then this minimum should disappear. Such 
an experiment is currently in progress as the research project of another Ph.D. student.
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